


















































Changes! in! investment! strategies! and! capital! flows! are! needed! in! order! to! support! a! transition! to! a!
sustainable! economy.! However,! despite! the! rise! in! popularity! of! the! concept! of! responsible! investment,!
which! recognises! the! need! to! take! into! account! environmental,! social! and! governance! issues! into!
investment!decisions,! the!pace!of!change!within! the! investment! industry!appears! slow!and!disconnected!





the! agency! of! supporting! institutional! strategies! in! the! context! of! a! process! study.! The! objective! of! the!
research!is!to!gain!an!understanding!of!the!dynamics!at!play!within!the!investment!industry!and!to!assess!
the!agency!of! the!Code! for!Responsible! Investment! in!South!Africa! (CRISA)! to!promote!progress! towards!
responsible!investment!in!South!Africa.!!
!
Using! grounded! theory! methodology! and! drawing! on! the! discipline! of! Systems! Dynamics,! the! study!
develops! a! conceptual! process! framework! to! explore! the! underlying! processes! influencing! progress!
towards! responsible! investment! and! evaluate! the! extent! to! which! these! are! affected! by! institutional!
strategies.! The! conceptual! process! framework! shows! how! responsible! investment,! in! its! current!
implementation,! is! unable! to! shift! investment! practices! in! time! to! support! a! sustainable! economy.! The!
dynamics! of! change! are! too! slow! relative! to! the! time! horizon! to! generate! a!meaningful! transformation.!
Drawing!attention!to!the!role!of!learning!processes!and!mental!models,!the!conceptual!process!framework!
challenges! the! theories,! assumptions! and! practices! underlying! the! intentions! of! the! investment! industry!
and! calls! for! new! institutional! strategies! to! encourage! an! ideological! framework! consistent! with! the!
operating!principles!of!a!sustainable!economy.!!!
!
In! light! of! the! conceptual! framework,! the! study! evaluates! the! agency! of! the! Code! for! Responsible!
Investment! in! South! Africa! (CRISA)! and! its! supporting! regulatory! framework! to! drive! transformational!
change!within!the!South!African!investment!industry.!The!empirical!study!is!constructed!as!a!multiQmethod!
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research! using! quantitative! and! qualitative!methods! as! well! as! expert! reviews! to! analyse! progress! over!
three!years.!The!findings!indicate!that!the!Code!for!Responsible!Investment!in!South!Africa!(CRISA)’s!agency!
to!modify! the! investment!practices!of! institutional! investors!and!their!service!providers! in!South!Africa! is!
limited,!slow!and!difficult!to!substantiate.!While!some!disclosure!trends!appeared!encouraging,!these!mask!
major!issues!with!regard!the!quality,!consistency,!comparability!and!reliability!of!data!available.!Except!for!




used! so! far! to! promote! responsible! investment.! The! research! advances! that! unless! the! regulatory!
environment!offers!conceptual!clarity!and!takes!a!firm!and!consistent!stance!in!support!of!the!sustainability!
imperative,! the!Code! for!Responsible! Investment! in!South!Africa! (CRISA)’s!agency!within! the!dynamics!of!
change! in! South! Africa! is! likely! to! remain! limited,! inconsistent! and! temporarily! disconnected! from! the!
problems!it!tries!to!address.!!
!






ten! spyte! van! 'n!baanbreker! vrywillige!en! regulerende! raamwerk! in! lyn!met! internasionale!aanbevelings,!
kom!dit!voor!asof!vordering!na!verantwoordelike!belegging!stadig!en!oneweredig!is.!
!
Gegewe! die! belangrikheid! van! tyd! in! volhoubare! kwessies,! ondersoek! hierdie! navorsingstuk!
verantwoordelike!belegging!en!die! rol! van!die!ondersteuning! van! institusionele! strategieë! in!die! konteks!





ontwikkel! die! studie! 'n! konseptuele! proses! raamwerk! om! die! onderliggende! prosesse! wat! vordering! na!
verantwoordelike! belegging! beïnvloed! te! verken! en! om! die! mate! waarin! dit! beïnvloed! word! deur!
institusionele! strategieë! te! evalueer.! Die! konseptuele! proses! raamwerk! dui! aan! hoe! verantwoordelike!
belegging,! in! sy! huidige! implementering,! nie! in! staat! is! om!beleggings! praktyke!betyds! te! verskuif! om! 'n!
volhoubare!ekonomie!te!ondersteun!nie.!Die!dinamika!van!verandering!is!te!stadig,!relatief!tot!die!tydlyn,!
om! betekenisvolle! transformasie! te! genereer.! Deur! aandag! te! vestig! op! die! rol! van! leerprosesse! en!





Gesien! in! die! lig! van! die! konseptuele! raamwerk,! evalueer! die! studie! die! rol! van! die! Kode! vir!
Verantwoordelike! Belegging! in! SuidQAfrika! (CRISA)! en! sy! ondersteunende! regulerende! raamwerk! om!
transformasie! binne! die! SuidQAfrikaanse! beleggings! bedryf! aan! te! moedig.! Die! empiriese! studie! is!
saamgestel! as! 'n! multiQmetode! navorsingstuk! met! behulp! van! kwantitatiewe! en! kwalitatiewe! metodes!
sowel! as! deskundige! resensies! om! vordering! oor! die! afgelope! drie! jaar! te! ontleed.! Die! bevindinge! dui!
daarop! dat! die! Kode! vir! Verantwoordelike! Belegging! in! SuidQAfrika! (CRISA)! se! rol! om! die! beleggings!
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praktyke!van! institusionele!beleggers!en!hul!diensverskaffers! in!SuidQAfrika! te!verander!beperk,! stadig!en!
moeilik! om! te! staaf! is.! Terwyl! sommige! bekendmakings! tendense! bemoedigend! is,! word! belangrike!






'n! kousale! verduideliking! van! CRISA! se! rol! binne! die! dinamika! wat! die! vordering! na! verantwoordelike!
belegging! in! SuidQAfrika! beïnvloed.! Die! navorsing! beveel! aan! dat,! tensy! die! regulatoriese! omgewing!
konseptuele! duidelikheid! kan! bied! en! 'n! ferm! en! konsekwente! houding! met! betrekking! tot! die!
ondersteuning!van!die! volhoubaarheidsdoelwitte! inneem,! sal!die!Kode!vir!Verantwoordelike!Belegging! in!
SuidQAfrika!(CRISA)!se!rol!binne!die!dinamika!van!verandering!in!SuidQAfrika!waarskynlik!beperk,!teenstrydig!
en!tydelik!ontkoppel!van!die!probleme!wat!dit!probeer!aan!spreek!bly.!
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development! as! “development! that!meets! the! needs! of! the! present!without! compromising! the! ability! of!
future! generations! to! meet! their! own! needs”! (WCED,! 1987).! The! report! stressed! that! “the! continuity! of!
development! in! time!has!become!a!world!problem”! (Sachs,! 1999:29).! It! further!emphasised! the! idea! that!







community! to! forecast! the! consequences!with! confidence! (Olivier! et+ al.,+2013;! IPCC,! 2014;! Steffen! et+ al.,+
2015).!The!situation!is!especially!worrying,!as!complex!systems!do!not!behave!predictably!and!linearly.!They!
tip! over! abruptly! and! irreversibly! (Rockström,! 2010).! The! group! of! scientists! working! on! a! Planetary!
Boundary! Framework! has! warned! that! we! are! no! longer! operating! in! a! “safe! space! for! humanity”! and!









(WEF,! 2015).! The! message! of! urgency! is! further! substantiated! by! the! IPCC! 5th! assessment! report,! which!
recommends! that!we! transition! to! a! low! carbon! economy!within! the! next! 15! years.! “Delaying!mitigation!
efforts!through!2030!is!estimated!to!substantially!increase!the!difficulty!of!the!transition!to!low!longerQterm!
emissions! levels! and!narrow! the! range!of! options! consistent!with!maintaining! temperature! change!below!
2!°C!relative!to!preQindustrial!levels”!(IPCC,!2014:12).!!!
1.1.2 Major$role$of$the$financial$industry$







global! finance!capital!has!played!an! increasingly!dominant!role! in!economic!activities! (Sethi,!2005;!Martin,!
2009;! Wen,! 2009;! Sandbu,! 2012).! Today,! a! small! number! of! financial! institutions! control! a! substantial!
proportion!of!corporate!shares!in!the!world.!The!concentration!of!ownership!and!the!‘financialisation’!of!the!
economy! have! further! accelerated! since! the! global! financial! crisis! in! 2008,! shifting! further! the! balance! of!
power!towards!finance!capital!(Peetz!and!Murray,!2013).!!
!
This! shift! in! power! towards! large! shareholders! and! the! acceleration! of! the! unsustainable! trend! has! been!
associated! with! an! increase! in! shortQterm! profit! maximisation! considerations! (Barton,! 2011;! Peetz! and!
Murray,!2013;!Clarke,!G.!et+al.,!2014;!Bailey!et+al.,+2014;!Barton!and!Wiseman,!2014).!This!clearly!emerges!
from! a+ McKinsey+ Quarterly! report,! which! surveyed! more! than! 1,000! board! members! and! corporate!
executives! from!around! the!world!on!behalf!of! the!Canada!Pension!Plan! Investment!Board! (CPPIB).! In! the!
survey,!79%!of!respondents!felt!a!strong!pressure!“to!deliver!financial!results!in!two!years!or!less”!(Bailey!et+
al.,! 2014:2).! They! specifically! emphasised! the! pressure! exercised! by! board! members! to! deliver! better!
quarterly! financial!performance.! In! this! context,! corporate!executives! increasingly!made!use!of! shortQterm!
investment!strategies,!shortQterm!incentives!and!shortQterm!performance!measurements!to!the!detriment!of!
more! sustainable! strategies.! 63%! of! respondents! pointed! out! that! the! short! term! pressure! from!
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regard! to! climate! change,! “Mitigation! scenarios! in!which!policies! stabilize! atmospheric! concentrations! […]!




launch!of!the!United!Nation!supported!Principle!for!Responsible! Investment!(PRI)! initiative! in!April!2006,!a!
segment! of! the! investment! community! increasingly! started! taking! into! account! environmental,! social! and!
governance! (ESG)! factors! in! their! investment! decision! (Wen,! 2009;! Woods! and! Urwin,! 2010).! This!
phenomenon! provided! the! foundation! for! the! concept! of! Responsible! Investment! (RI),! which! specifically!
acknowledges!the!relevance!of!ESG!issues! in! investment!decisions!(Woods!and!Urwin,!2010).!Distinct!from!
earlier! ‘ethical! investment’,! RI! is! based!on! a! ‘business! case’! approach! “whereby! social! and! environmental!
problems,! including! global! warming,! are! addressed! on! the! basis! of! the! relative! ﬁnancial! risks! and!
opportunities!to!the!investor”!(Richardson,!2009b:598).!!
!




enough! to! be! adopted! by! the!majority! of! signatories!without! raising! contentious! issues”! (Sandberg! et+ al,!
2008:522).! Promoting! a! longerQterm! investment! horizon! and! sustainable! approaches,! the! PRI! initiative! is!
strong! of! 1380! signatories! worldwide,! representing! $59! trillion! of! assets! under! management! (AUM)! and!
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amounting!to!more!than!half!of!the!world’s! institutional!assets!(PRI,!2015).!Voluntary!and!aspirational,!the!
PRI! initiative!has!been!associated!with! the! ‘mainstreaming’!of!RI! amongst! Institutional! investors!and! their!
service!providers!(Woods!and!Urwin,!2010;!PRI,!2015).!!!
!
However,! critics! argue! that! the! lack! of! stated! expectations,! performance! standards,! audit! or! regulatory!
mechanism!as!well!as!the!lack!of!specified!timeframe!and!ethical!stance!leave!the!PRI!initiative!inadequate!
as! a! response! to! the! global! and! systemic! crisis! that! the!world! is! facing! (Richardson,! 2009a;! Urwin,! 2010;!
Richardson! and! Cragg,! 2010;! Peetz! and! Murray,! 2013).! Richardson,! in! particular,! argues,! “Unmonitored!
corporate!commitments!without!sanctions!for!noncompliance!are!unlikely!to!improve!corporate!behaviour”!
and! could! further! be! used! strategically! as! marketing! tools! to! avoid! “reﬂective! moral! deliberation! and!
principled!behaviour”!(Richardson,!2009a:27Q28).!
1.1.4 An$emerging$trend$in$South$Africa$
In! South! Africa,! the! uptake! of! RI! approaches! by! institutional! investors! and! their! service! providers! has!
historically! been! slow! compared! to! international! benchmarks! (Eccles! et+ al.,+ 2007;! Herringer! et+ al.! 2009;!
Viviers!and!Firer,!2012).!However,!the!pressure!to!consider!RI!considerably!evolved!with!the!amendment!to!
Regulation!28!of!the!Pension!Funds!Act!24/1956!and!the!release!of!the!Code!for!Responsible!Investment!in!
South! Africa! (CRISA)! in! 2011.! In! line! with! the! recommendations! from! the! Freshﬁelds! report! (UNEPFI,!
2005:13),! the! amended! Regulation28! requires! all! South! African! pension! funds! to! ‘explicitly! consider’! a!
responsible! investment! approach! as! part! of! their! fiduciary! duty! towards! beneficiaries! (National! Treasury,!
2011).!CRISA!emerged!as!an!industry!initiative!to!support!the!implementation!of!the!amended!Regulation28!
and!to!guide!the!industry!towards!responsible!practices.!Strongly!inspired!by!the!PRI!initiative,!CRISA!uses!a!
voluntary! approach,! relying! on! market! forces! and! selfQregulation,! to! encourage! transparency! and! the!
consideration! of! ESG! factors! in! investment! decisions! (IoDSAa,! 2013;! Giamporcaro! and! Viviers! 2014).!
Together! with! Regulation! 28,! CRISA! constitutes! the! backbone! of! the! institutional! framework! supporting!
progress!towards!RI!in!South!Africa.!!
!
However,! despite! this! leading! framework,! changes! in! investment!practices! amongst! institutional! investors!
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and! Pretorius,! 2012).! Whether! internationally! or! in! South! Africa,! shortQterm! trends! have! continued! to!
accelerate!and!ESG!or!climate!related!issues!are!not!properly!priced!into!stocks!(Sandberg,!2010;!Clarke,!G.!
et+ al,! 2014;! Barton,! 2011;! Bailey!et+ al.,! 2014;! Barton! and!Wiseman,! 2014).!Negative!perceptions! about!RI!
remain!whilst! ESG! data,! necessary! for! investment! analysis,! are! rare! and! of! poor! quality! (Herringer! et+ al.,!
2009;!Richardson,!2009a;!Berry!and!Junkus,!2013;!EscrigQOlmedo!et+al.,+2013).!!
!
Richardson! and!Cragg! argue! that! the!mainstreaming!of! RI! is! taking! place! “in! a!manner! that!works! largely!
within!the!existing!analytical!and!normative!framework!of!the!ﬁnancial!economy”!(2010:27).!Most!initiatives!
“optimistically! project! that! what! is! good! for! the! environment! is! also! good! for! business”! (Richardson,!
2009b:608).!The!transition!agenda!has!been!framed!as!a!technical!and!managerial!challenge,!in!line!with!the!
‘ecological!modernization’!discourse.!As!pointed!out!by!Richardson,!the!risk!is!that!“such!optimism!can!be!a!
pretext! for! the! perpetuation! of! businessQasQusual”! and! result! in! the! delaying! of! meaningful! change!
(2009b:609).!
!




between! the!urgency!of! the!problem!and!pace!of! change!within! the! investment! industry! (Clarke,! L.!et+al,!
2014;!IPCC,!2014;!Giamporcaro,!2014).!!







As! the!window!of! opportunity! to! transition! to! a! low! carbon! economy!narrows! to! a! 5Q15! year! timeframe,!
researchers! and! practitioners! alike!wonder!what! is! preventing! awareness! of! risks! from! transforming! into!
action!and!how!the!industry!can!overcome!its!resistance!to!change!(Richardson,!2009b;!ILG,!2014).!!
!
In! this! context,! it! becomes! important! to! investigate! and! assess! the! agency! of! institutional! strategies!
employed!to!support!the!development!of!RI!practices.! In!this!study,! institutional!strategies!are!understood!
as!formal!regulations!that!affect!"the!rules!of!the!game”!for!organisations,!including!their!“values,!meanings,!
and! culture”! (Stinchcombe,! 1997;! Scott,! 1987:496).! Institutional! environments! "are! characterized! by! the!
elaboration!of!rules!and!requirements!to!which!individual!organizations!must!conform!if!they!are!to!receive!
support!and!legitimacy"!(Scott!and!Meyer,!1983:149).!In!line!with!core!institutional!traditions,!organisations!





or!offering!critical! views!on! the!concept!of!RI,! thus!emphasising! the!evolution,! the!underpinnings!and! the!
ambiguities! of! the! concept! (Sandberg! et+ al,! 2009;! Herringer! et+ al.,! 2009;! Martin,! 2009;! Wen,! 2009;!
Richardson,! 2009a;! Richardson! and! Cragg,! 2010;! Eccles,! 2010;! Sandberg,! 2010;!Woods! and! Urwin,! 2010;!
Sandbu,! 2012;! Juhani! Lehtonen,! 2013).! Others! have! focused! on! discussing! or! developing! practical! tools!
related!to!the!implementation!of!RI!strategies!(Sethi,!2005;!Urwin,!2010;!Renneboog+et+al.,+2011;!Berry!et+al.,!
2012;!Sandberg,!2013;!Humphrey!and!Tan,!2013;!Gond!and!Boxenbaum,!2013;!Viviers,!2013).!A!number!of!
researchers!have!also! investigated! the!ability!and!power!of! the!banking!sector! to! tackle! sustainability!and!
climate! related! issues! (Richardson,!2009b;!Wen,!2009;!MacLeod!and!Park,!2011;!Peetz!and!Murray,!2013;!
Gupta!et+al.,!2014).!Finally,!a!growing!body!of!literature!has!emerged!over!the!last!decade!investigating!the!
state! of! RI! implementation,! reasons! for! adoption! and! its! general! reach! into! the! market! (Wen,! 2009;!
Richardson,! 2011;! Sievänen! et+ al.,! 2012;! Giamporcaro! and! Pretorius,! 2012;! EscrigQOlmedo! et+ al.,! 2013;!
Bakker!and!Giamporcaro,!2013;!Viviers!and!Firer,!2013;!von!Arx!and!Ziegler,!2013).!!
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!
Notwithstanding! the! importance! of! existing! research,! there! has! been! little! inquiry! into! the! underlying!






and! analyse! dynamically! complex! issues! and/or! systems! in! terms! of! the! processes,! information,!
organizational! boundaries! and! strategies”! (2013:1).! SD! generally! focuses! on!modelling! issues! or! problems!
within!a!system!(Pruydt,!2013).!It!draws!attention!to!the!interconnectedness!of!all!components!and!provides!
tools! to! map! “the! assumed/perceived! underlying! (material,! informational,! social,…)! structure! of! largely!






to!produce! the!changes! that! the!evidence! suggests!are!desirable”! (Langley!et+al.,+2013:4),!process! studies!
focus!on!the!driving!patterns!of!change,!highlighting!their!“temporality,!activity!and!flow”!and!revealing!“the!
dynamic! activity! underlying! the! maintenance! and! the! reproduction! of! stability”! (Langley! et+ al.,! 2013:1).!




To!date,! research! focused!on!corporate!and! financial! sustainability!has!not!given!temporal!concepts!much!
attention! (Slawinski! et+ al.,+ 2015).! What! is! lacking! to! improve! understanding! and! drive! transformational!
change!is!a!dynamic!view!of!the!influences!affecting!the!progress!towards!RI!and!a!better!understanding!on!
how! these!underlying! influences! affect! institutional! strategies.! Thus,! in! addressing! the!need! to!bridge! the!
gap!between!the!urgency!of!sustainability! issues!and!the!pace!of!change!within!the!investment! industry,!a!
process! study! of! change! using! SD! concepts! and! tools! could! help! identify! the! key! drivers! and! barriers! to!
progress,!and!gain!insights!into!the!agency!of!institutional!strategies.!!!
!
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The!South!African!context!then!provides!a!particularly!interesting!case!to!confront!the!findings!to!a!practical!
setting! and! gain! insights! into! the! agency! of! local! institutional! strategies.! To! date,! apart! from! the! survey!
commissioned!by!the!CRISA!Committee!and!Ernst!and!Young!in!2013,!there!has!been!no!inQdepth!academic!
research!on!the!agency!of!CRISA!and!its!supportive!regulatory!environment.!A!dynamic!perspective!can!help!




order! to! answer! the! following! interrelated! questions:! ‘What! are! the! underlying! dynamics! influencing!
progress! towards! RI?’! and! ‘What! is! CRISA’s!agency! on! the! dynamics! influencing! RI! in! South! Africa?’! The!
objectives! of! the! research! were! to! formulate! an! explanation! of! CRISA’! agency! within! the! dynamics!
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1.4 Relevance!of!the!study!!
Achieving! sustainable! development! and!mitigating! climate! change! are! global! objectives,!which! cannot! be!
achieved! without! a! “substantial! shifts! in! annual! investment! flows! during! the! period! 2010–2029”! both!
globally!and!locally!(IPCC,!2014:26).!!!
!
While! mitigation! commitments! from! developing! countries! have! traditionally! been! controversial! in!




objectives!of!economic!growth!and!development!planning!need! to!be! situated!within! the! framework!of! a!
transition!to!a! lowQcarbon!economy!and!the!decision!at!COPQ13!(COP!=!Conference!of!Parties)!stating!that!
developing! countries! will! take! ‘nationally! appropriate! mitigation! actions! (NAMAs)’! in! the! context! of!
sustainable!development”!(Shrivastava+et+al.,!2014:23).!!
!
South! Africa’s! National! Strategy! for! Sustainable! Development! and! Action! Plan! (NSSD! 1)! supports! this!
transition!and!states!that!“South!Africa!aspires!to!be!a!sustainable,!economically!prosperous!and!selfQreliant!
nation! state! that! safeguards! its! democracy! by! meeting! the! fundamental! human! needs! of! its! people,! by!
managing!its! limited!ecological!resources!responsibly!for!current!and!future!generations,!and!by!advancing!
efficient! and! effective! integrated! planning! and! governance! through! national,! regional! and! global!
collaboration”!(Department!of!Environmental!Affairs,!2011).!!
!











Despite! international! awareness! of! the! unsustainability! of! current! development! trends,! businesses! and!
governments!have!taken!limited!measures!over!the!last!decades!to!change!the!course!of!action.!The!result!is!
a!world!at! imminent! risk!of! systemic!breakdown,!no! longer!operating! in!a! “safe! space! for!humanity”,!and!
which! requires! urgent! transformative! actions! (Rockström,! 2010).! As! global! finance! plays! an! increasingly!
dominant!role! in!development!choices,!any!successful! transition!will!need!to!take! into!account! the!role!of!
the! financial! industry! and! will! require! a! shift! in! investment! patterns! (IPCC,! 2014;! Gupta! et+ al.,! 2014).!
Currently!exacerbating!shortQterm!strategies!focused!on!quarterly!financial!performance!to!the!detriment!of!
a! sustainable! agenda,! investors! have! a! responsibility! to! reassess! their! influence! and! act! as! catalysts! for!
change!in!corporate!behaviour.!!
!
This! acknowledgment! has! led! to! the! emergence! of! the! international! concept! of! RI,! which! specifically!
recognises! and! addresses! ESG! issues! in! investment! decisions! as! a! means! to! limit! financial! risks.!
Mainstreamed! internationally! by! the! voluntary! and! aspirational! PRI! initiative,! this! businessQoriented!
response!has!gained!momentum,!thus!promoting!convenient!and!nonQcontentious!guidelines!to!the!financial!
community!(Sandberg!et+al,!2008;!Herringer!et+al.,!2009;!Wen,!2009;!Woods!and!Urwin,!2010;!Eccles,!2010;!
PRI,! 2015).! In! South! Africa,! despite! a! comparably! lower! initial! uptake,! RI! approaches! are! gaining! support!
(Eccles!et+al.!2007,!Herringer!et+al.!2009).!The!amendments!to!Regulation!28!and!the!emergence!of!CRISA!in!
2012! have! further! provided! a! framework! to! promote! change! in! investment! practices! in! line! with!
international!recommendations!(Viviers!and!Firer,!2012;!IoDSA,!2013a).!!
!
However,!whilst!changes!to! investment!practices!have!been!welcomed!and!encouraging,! it! is!questionable!
whether!they!are!transformational!and!adapted!to!address!the!challenges!at!hand.!Failing!to!slow!down!the!
acceleration!of! shortQterm!trends!and! lacking!broadQbased!support,!RI!has!optimistically!been! framed!as!a!
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Africa.! The! research’s! objective! is! to! formulate! explanations! and! conceptualise! points! of! intervention! to!




The! first! chapter! has! provided! an! introduction! to! the! research,! including! background! information! and!
motivations,!the!rationale!for!the!research,!the!question!and!objectives!and!the!significance!of!the!research.!!
!





Chapter! Three! sets!out! to! investigate! the! dynamics! influencing! the! concept! and! the! agency! of! RI!
practices.!This!chapter!explores!international!trends!and!presents!a!conceptual!process!framework,!using!the!
theories!of!complexity!and!system’s!dynamics,!to!identify!drivers!and!barriers!to!change.!The!insights!gained!
using! the! systems’! dynamic! perspective! are! used! to! evaluate! the! impact! of! behavioural! norms! and! value!
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The! last! chapter! (Chapter! Five)! confronts! the! theoretical! propositions! with! the! empirical! findings! and!
concludes! on! the! main! findings! of! the! research,! before! presenting! a! series! of! recommendations! and!
identifying!opportunities!for!further!scholarship.!





The! research! I! undertook! is! a! multiQmethod! empirical! study,! which! uses!Maxwell’s! ‘Interactive!Model! of!
Research!Design’!as!an!underlying!structure!(Maxwell,!2004).!This!model!is!described!in!Figure!2:!Maxwell's!









sources! and! methodological! choices.! Whilst! not! presupposing! any! particular! order! or! directionality,!
Maxwell’s!model! allows! for! an! iterative!process!well! suited! for!developing!explanations!of!phenomena!or!
influences!(Maxwell,!2009;!Yin,!2009).!!




components! of! the! ‘upper! part’! of! the!model! (the! goals! and! the! conceptual! framework)! in! line!with! the!
research! question.! This! ‘unit’! should! provide! the! theoretical! concepts! and! inform! the!models! that! can!be!




Having!already!presented!the!research!question!and!objective,! I!will! follow!Maxwell’s!recommendations! in!
this! chapter! and! discuss! the! methodology! as! divided! into! three! interrelated! components:! conceptual!
framework,!methods!and!validity.!!
2.2 Conceptual!framework!
As! defined! by!Miles! and! Huberman,! a! conceptual! framework! “explains,! either! graphically! or! in! narrative!
form,! the! main! things! to! be! studied—the! key! factors,! concepts,! or! variables—and! the! presumed!
relationships!among!them”!(1994:18).!!
!
Sometimes! referred! to! as! the! ‘literature! review’! –! but!more! critical! –! a! conceptual! framework! treats! the!
literature!as! ‘ideas’!and! ‘possibilities’! regarding!what! is!going!on!and!attempts! to! reframe!the! issues! in!an!
alternative! way! (Maxwell,! 2009).! It! connects! the! adopted! (2.2.1)! research! paradigm,! (2.2.2)! exploratory!




world! (ontology)! and! how! we! can! understand! it! (epistemology)”! and! can! “also! typically! include! specific!
methodological! strategies! linked! to! these! assumptions”! (Maxwell,! 2009:224).! The! research! paradigm!
provides! an! ideological! foundation! to! the! research! and! ‘pulls! it! together’! by! ensuring! a! philosophical! and!
methodological! consistency.! It! further! enhances! the! researcher’s! reflexivity! or! ability! “to! reflect! on! the!
research!process”! (Bryant!and!Charmaz,!2007:518).!Reflexivity! is! “a! chance! for! the! researchers! to! rethink,!
ground,!or! justify!their!own!decisions!and!to!communicate!the!process!of!theory!development!to!their!coQ
researchers!as!well!as!to!research!participants”!(Bryant!and!Charmaz,!2007:519).!As!pointed!out!by!Pruydt,!
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paradigmatic! stance! of! the! research! will! be! articulated! in! terms! of! (i)! philosophical! assumptions! and! (ii)!
methodological!strategies.!!
!
(i)! According! to! Michael! Crotty! (1998),! terminologies! used! in! research! are! often! confused! “with!
epistemologies,!theoretical!perspectives,!methodologies!and!methods!thrown!together!in!grabQbag!style!as!if!
they! were! all! comparable! terms”+ (Crotty,! 1998:3).! While! Crotty! claims! that! there! are! strong!
interrelationships!between!these!terms,!he!suggests!proceeding!with!a!specific!‘hierarchy!of!decisions’!early!




mutually! dependent! and! often! hard! to! conceptually! distinguish! from! one! another:! “to+ talk+ about+ the+
construction+ of+meaning! is+ to+ talk+ of+ the+ construction+ of+ a+meaningful+ reality”! (Crotty,! 1998:10).! Instead,!
Crotty! suggests! clarifying! the! ‘theoretical! perspective’! of! the! research,! which! he! defines! as! “The+
philosophical+ stance+ informing+ the+ methodology”+ (Crotty,! 1998:3),! and! which! results! from! a! chosen!
epistemological! and! ontological! stance.! Figure! 3:! Relationships! between! epistemologies,! theoretical!












Over! the! past! few!decades!Constructivism! has! gained! influence! in! explaining! how! knowledge! is! produced!
(Gordon,!2009).!In!the!constructivist!stance,+“Truth!and!meaning!do!not!exist!in!some!external!world,!but!are!
created! by! the! subject’s! interactions! with! the! world.!Meaning! is! constructed+ not! discovered,! so! subjects!
construct!their!own!meaning!in!different!ways,!even!in!relation!to!the!same!phenomenon.!Hence,!multiple,!




The! constructivist! epistemological! stance! is! closely! related! to! Interpretivist+ theoretical+ perspectives.!
Interpretivism! looks! for! “culturally!derived!and!historically!situated! interpretations!of! the!social! lifeQworld’!
(Crotty,! 1998:67).! In! this! context,! the! world! is! mediated! through! the! interpretative! process! of! the! mind!
(Williams!and!May,!1996;!Gray,!2009).!Within!the!interpretivist!approach,!the!present!research!has!selected!
the! Symbolic+ Interactionist! perspective.! Strongly! influenced! by! the! work! of! American! pragmatist!
philosophers!John!Dewey!and!George!Mead!in!the!1930s,!this!perspective!is!especially!concerned!with!“ways!




Constructivism! and! Symbolic+ Interactionism! are! philosophical! assumptions! that! are!well! suited! to! process!
studies!(Langley!et+al.,+2013).!Within!this!perspective,!‘process’!meets!‘practice’.!Therefore!“how!the!past!is!
drawn!upon!and!made!relevant!to!the!present!is!not!an!atomistic!or!random!exercise!but!crucially!depends!




(ii)! In! terms! of! methodology,! the! present! research! makes! use! of! Grounded! Theory!Methodology! (GTM),!
often!associated!with!symbolic!interactionist!perspective!(Gray,!2009).!
!
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Grounded! theory! methodology! aims! at! understanding! complex! socioQeconomic! processes,! through! an!
interpretive! process! and! “the! actual! production! of! meaning! and! concepts! used! by! social! actors! in! real!
settings”! (Gephart,! 2004:457).! Developed! by! Glaser! and! Strauss! (1967)! in! their! book! “The! discovery! of!
grounded!theory:!strategies! for! the!qualitative!research”,! the!methodology!was!developed!“to!understand!
the!process!by!which!actors!construct!meaning!out!of!interQsubjective!experiences”!(Suddaby,!2006:634).!As!
explained!by!Kathy!Charmaz!(2006:6),!“It!moved!the!qualitative!inquiry!beyond!descriptive!studies!into!the!
realm! of! explanatory! theoretical! framework,! thereby! providing! abstract,! conceptual! understanding! of! the!
studies! phenomena”.! Emerging! from! the! data,! grounded! theory! emphasises! that! explanations! must! be!
relevant!and!have!a!practical!utility!to!the!situation!being!researched!(Marshall!Egan,!2002).!!
!
Since! its! inception,! GTM! has! evolved! to! become! what! Gallie! (1955)! refers! to! as! a! ‘contested! concept’!
(Charmaz! 2004;! Bryant! and! Charmaz,! 2007).! Whilst! the! initial! approach! was! highly! flexible! and! open,!
subsequent! developments! by! Strauss! and! Corbin! (1998)! made! use! of! rigid! processes! for! data! collection,!
coding! and! analysis.! The! last! major! development! came! with! Charmaz’s! Constructivist! Grounded! Theory!
(2000),!which!“emphases!how!data,!analysis,!and!methodological!strategies!become!constructed,!and!takes!
into! account! the! research! contexts! and! the! researchers! position,! perspective,! priorities! and! interactions”!
(Charmaz,!2006:10).!Thus!today,!there!are!three!major!schools!of!GTM,!the!Glaserian!(or!classical!GTM),!the!








the! positivist! tradition! and! favours! deterministic! explanations! that! can! be! universally! generalised,!
constructivist!grounded!theory!is!in!line!with!interpretive!theory.!It!calls!“for!the!imaginative!understanding!
of! the!studied!phenomenon.!This! type!of! theory!assumes!emergent,!multiple!realities;! intederminacy;! fact!
and!values!as!linked;!truth!as!provisional;!and!social!life!as!processual”!(Charmaz,!2006:126).!!
2.2.2 Exploratory$field$investigations$$
Exploratory! field! investigations! are! the! second! element! of! the! conceptual! framework.! Staying! true! to! the!
research! paradigm,! exploratory! field! investigations! were! conducted! before! the! commencement! of! the!
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literature! review! to! identify! key! concerns! and! themes.! The! objective! behind! engaging! in! the! early!










marketing! materials! relating! to! RI! from! a! selected! group! of! financial! institutions! and! conducting! a! small!






























Existing! theory!and! research!as!well! as! industry!publications!were! reviewed! in!order! to!organise!available!
data,! identify! key! themes! and! provide! a! constant! source! of! comparative! information.! In! dealing!with! this!
third!element!of!the!conceptual!framework,!the!research!did!not!limit!itself!to!scholarly!articles!but!included!
unpublished!work,! conference! proceedings,! industry! publications! and! newspaper! articles! (Locke,! Spirduso!
and!Silverman,!2000!cited!in!Maxwell,!2009).!!
!
The! resulting! broad! ‘literature! review’! was! used! to! challenge! ideas! emerging! from! initial! field! studies!




data! and! first! hand,! practical! information! from! practitioners.! The! data! I! gathered!was! progressively! coded! to!






allowed!me! to!progressively! gain! a! deeper! and!more! theoretical! understanding!of!what! I! had!observed.!Over!
time,!I!witnessed!the!emergence!of!dominant!causal!links!and!key!relationships!within!my!data.!Each!new!article!






to!emerge!more! freely,!unprejudiced!by!expert! interpretation.!The! ‘sensitivity’!derived! from! the!openQminded!
process!generated!a!thread!that!I!carried!throughout!my!research.!
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The! initial! literature!was! obtained!by! using! a! keyword! search! in! scholarly! databases,! using!words! such! as!






can! be! identified”! (2014:6).! The! present! research!was! careful! to! balance! efforts! between! convergent! and!
divergent!searches,!to!ensure!that!the!research!covered!a!broad!array!of!interconnected!issues,!whilst!at!the!
same!time!avoiding!an! information!overload!(Ang,!2014).!Furthermore,!a! ‘cut!off’!window!of!15!years!was!




to! GTM,! I! used! “an! organic! process! of! theory! emergence”! (Suddaby,! 2006:634)! and! did! not! engage! in!
hypothesis! testing,! as! this! would! have! gone! against! the! notion! of! theoretical! emergence! (Marshall! Egan,!
2002;! Suddaby,! 2006).! The! research!made! use! of! two! dominant! concepts! in! grounded! theory:! “constant+
comparison”! and! “theoretical+ sampling”.! Constant! comparison! means! that! information! is! collected! and!
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Dey,! cited! in!Bryant!and!Charmaz! (2007),! argues! that! the!use!of! software! is!encouraging!as! it!provides! “a!
more! diligent! and! disciplined! approach! to! the! auditing! of! the! creative! process”.!While! it! is! clear! that! the!
research!process!must!remain!in!the!hands!of!the!researcher!and!that!software!cannot!expedite!the!analysis,!
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The! flexibility! of! the! research!process! and! the! creativity! involved! in! the! interpretive!process! are!both! the!
strengths!and!the!limitations!of!grounded!theory.!!On!one!hand,!it!generates!inQdepth!insights!into!specific!
situations!and!benefits!from!high!construct!validity!(Mouton,!2001).!However,!on!the!other!hand,!it!is!time!
consuming!and! can! suffer! validity! issues! from!potential! bias!of! the! researcher.!Methodological! rigour!and!
transparency! are! thus! imperative,! together! with! a! constant! awareness! about! the! onQgoing! interactions!
between!the!researcher!and!the!data!generated!(Mouton,!2001;!Suddaby,!2006).!!!!
2.2.4 Experiential$knowledge$
The! fourth! building! block! of! the! conceptual! framework! is! experiential! knowledge.! The! incorporation! of! a!













and! Young,! the! research! commissioned! by! CRISA! in! 2013.! Making! the! choice! to! invest! according! to! RI!
principles!proved!to!be!very!challenging!but!allowed!me!to!gain!insights! into!the!institutions!offering!retail!
products,! the! type! of! products! available! and! their! market! positioning,! the! accessibility,! liquidity! and!
performance!advertised!and!the!tradeQoffs!demanded.!The!process!is!described!in!Text!Box!2:!Applying!an!RI!
strategy! to!my! own! investments.! On! the! other! hand,! conducting! the! research! commissioned! by! CRISA! in!
2013! gave! me! access! to! a! valuable! data! set,! tools! that! could! be! used! for! comparisons,! a! network! of!
supporting! relationships,! key! access! points! into! the! industry! and! practical! insights! into! the! governing!
principles!of!the!RI!community.!!




As+I+engaged+ in+this+research,+ I+decided+to+review+how+my+personal+assets+were+ invested.+ I+ initially+thought+this+





mainstream+banks,+ (2)+ knowledge+of+ these+products+was+extremely+ limited,+and+ investment+ in+RI+products+was+









I+was+ told+ that+RI+ products+were+ ‘risky’,+ ‘costly,+ and+ ‘a+marketing+ trend’+with+ limited+ future.+ I+was+ told+ that+RI+








b. Several+products+were+ ‘funds+of+ funds’,+with+very+ limited+ information+on+the+definitions,+strategies+and+
criteria+used,+and+very+high+entry+and+management+fees.+These+costs+were+attributed+to+the+additional+
research+ and+ analysis+ required+ in+ RI+ fund+ management.+ The+ projected+ performance+ was+ just+ under+
traditional+market+expectations.++
c. The+only+ bank+ that+ provided+ clear,+ immediate+ and+unambiguous+ information+on+RI+was+ Triodos+ bank.+
Sustainability+ focused,+ Triodos+ uses+ a+ combination+ of+ negative+ and+ positive+ screening+ to+ create+ and+
sustainable+ and+ ethical+ ‘investment+ universe’+ in+ line+ with+ the+ clear+ vision+ and+ mission+ of+ the+ bank.+
Consistent+and+unbiased,+their+product+offering+was+structured+around+a+straightforward+commitment+to+










The! last!aspect!of! the!conceptual! framework!addresses!the! integration!of!mapping!and!visual! tools.!While!
some! grounded! theory! practitioners! like! Stern! (1994)! criticise! strongly! the! use! of! diagrams! and! visual!
representation,!others! like!Clarke!argue! that!visual! representations!are!essential! to!grounded!theory!work!
(Clarke,! A.,! 2005;! Bryant! and! Charmaz,! 2007).! In! line! with! the! latter! view,! the! present! research! made! a!
central!use!of!visual!tools!to!further!the!analysis,!to!generate!concepts!from!what!could!otherwise!been!seen!










a+ high+ initial+ cost.+ The+ BNP+ could+ only+ offer+ structured+ products+ to+ small+ retail+ investors.+ I+ had+ to+ ‘sell’+ all+ my+






Triodos+ investment+universe+ is+performing+much+better+ than+ the+ less+ strict+bestPinPclass+BNP+ fund.+ I+ have+not+only+
recovered+ the+ initial+ ‘loss’+ suffered+ during+ my+ transition+ to+ Triodos,+ I+ have+ gained+ a+ further+ 4.3%+ in+ the+ last+ 12+
months.+On+the+other+hand,+the+FoF+SRI+Balanced+fund+has+not+performed+well.+On+top+of+the+initial+1%+cost,+I+lost+an+
additional+2%+over+the+last+12+months.+The+specialisation+of+Triodos+in+RI,+the+availability+of+‘open’+(nonPstructured)+




to+ maximise+ returns.+ Using+ a+ strict+ ethical+ approach+ can+ provide+ adequate+ returns+ whilst+ building+ a+ sustainable+
economy.++
!
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qualitative! stages!of! SD! research,!namely:!articulating+ the+problem+dynamically,+ constructing+a+ conceptual+
model+ and+ formulating+ a+ causal+ theory+ (or+ dynamic+ hypothesis)+ on+ how+ the+ problematic+ behaviour+ is+
generated!(Richardson!and!Pugh,!1989;!Sterman,!2000;!Pruydt,!2013).!The!rationale!behind!this!is!that!these!
conceptual! stages! are! best! suited! to! analyse! phenomena! that! are! difficult! to! quantify! and! to! reveal! “the!
dynamic! activity! underlying! the! maintenance! and! the! reproduction! of! stability”! (Langley! et+ al.,! 2013:1;!


















Instead+ of+ looking+ at+my+ overall+ coded+ data,+ I+ decide+ to+ use+ the+ first+ section+ of+ the+ chapter+ to+ identify+ the+ key+
variables.+ I+ highlight+ only+ the+ variables,+which+ I+ used+ in+my+ assessment+ of+ the+ situation+ (chapter+ 3.2)+ and+ crossP
reference+the+variables+with+the+coded+data.+The+objective+is+to+start+from+the+problem+as+it+manifests+itself+and+how+
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The! first! step! was! accomplished! using! a! specific! SD! tool! called! a! subsystem+ diagram! (Forrester,! 1964;!
Sterman,!2000).!As!stated!by!Sterman,!“Subsystem!diagrams!convey! information!on!the!boundary!and!the!
level!of!aggregation!in!the!model”!but!do!not!show!the!feedback!systems!(Sterman,!2000:99).!The!diagram!
focused!on! the! ‘business! case’! RI! –! as! currently! promoted!within! the! industry! Q! and! its! current! perceived!
reality!and!decision!structures.!The!variables!were!aggregated!to!allow!a!consistent!level!of!abstraction!and!
to! facilitate! the! exploration! of! current! process! dynamics! (Richardson! and! Pugh,! 1989;! Sterman,! 2000;!
Morecroft,!2007).!The!effort!aimed!at! illustrating! the!scope!of! the!system!being!considered!and!capturing!
the!most!important!variables,!which!generate!the!problem!behaviour!(Richardson!and!Pugh,!1989).!It!aimed!
at! providing! an! overview! of!what!we! know! of! the! system,!without! containing! too!much! detail! (Sterman,!










The! most! important! variables! for! the! conceptualisation! effort! were! extracted! from! the! categories! that!
emerged!during!the!first!stage!of!the!study,!and!which!made!use!of!grounded!theory!methodology!(GTM)!to!
analyse! the! context! and! the! symptoms! of! the! problem.! In! line!with! the! philosophical! assumptions! of! the!
research,! the! process! relied! on! creative! engagement! and! the! interpretation! of! the! data! to! progressively!
reach! to! a! level! of! analytical! abstraction.! The! categories+ of+ data! that! emerged! out! of! the! GTM! process!
allowed!the!identification!of!the!key!variables!used!in!the!SD!modelling!process!(Bryant!and!Charmaz,!2007;!
Probst!and!Bassi,!2014).!






framework,!modelling! is!not!a!waterfall!process! (Morecroft,!2007).! In! the!present! research,! the!modelling!




Vensim!PLE®! to!model! the! system! structure! and! the! feedback!mechanisms.!Vensim!PLE®! is! the! reference!
software!used!for!academic!research!in!the!field!of!SD!(Sterman,!2000).!!
!
The!result!of! the!mapping!process!was!a!visual!narrative,! representing!different!aspects!of! the!conceptual!
framework,!pointing!to!key!variables!and!processes,!which!affect!the!progress!towards!RI.!!
Memo$28$July$201$5:$




Yes!+ Finally+ I+ feel+a+breakthrough+moment!+ It+ is+ fascinating.+ In+a+way,+ the+SD+process+ends+up+ revealing+a+ very+
‘obvious’+behaviour;+i.e.:+a+goal+seeking+behaviour.+Somehow,+this+is+what+I+expected+to+find+and+I+am+not+overly+
surprised.+Yet,+ the+ fact+ that+ it+ is+ there,+with+ clear+and+ little+arguable+ causal+ links,+gives+me+a+profound+ insight.+

































This! part! of! the! research! focused! on! publicly! available! information,! i.e.! from! data! accessible! on! public!
websites,! annual! reports! and! sustainability! reports.! During! this! process! I! confronted! how! institutions!
disclosed! information! regarding!RI!with! the! disclosure! framework! published!by! CRISA.!Data!was! gathered!























In! line! with! the! research! commissioned! by! the! CRISA! Committee! and! Ernst! and! Young! in! 2013,! I! used! a!
matrix! to! assess! the! disclosure! level! of! each! institution.! Based! on! the! three! elements! of! the! disclosure!
framework,! the!matrix! included!34!variables!or!questions.!As!argued!by!Catherine!Cassell!and!Sara!Nadin,!






My! analysis! of! the! data! focused! on! establishing! statistical! occurrences! to! identify! how! the! different!





In! this! context,!my! research! established! the! frequency! of! each! rating! per! category! of! institution! and! per!






this! case! industry! professionals)! view! as! important.! In! the! present! research,! interviews! were! partly!
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structured,!with!preQdefined!questions,!and!partly!openQended.!The!preQdefined!questions!were!designed!to!
gather! information! on! specific! concerns! or! themes! identified! during! preliminary! phases! of! the! study.! The!
openQended!part!of!the!interviews!allowed!the!research!to!open!a!window!into!the!world!of!the!informants!
and!to!gain!insights!into!the!specific!sensitivities!or!concerns!that!guided!their!responses.!It!further!allowed!
me! to! undercover! issues! that! had! not! previously! been! raised! or! identified.! Especially! in! the! context! of!
grounded! theory,! having! part! of! the! interviews! being! openQended!was! essential! to! limit! the! “expectancy!
effect”!and!distortions!or!bias,!common!in!qualitative!research!(Mouton,!2000).!!
!
The! research! made! use! of! purposeful! sampling! (Patton,! 1990),! deliberately! selecting! people! (or!
representatives!of!institutions)!based!on!the!importance!and!representative!nature!of!the!information!they!





in!Appendix! E:! Example! of! interview!questions.! At! the! request! of! certain! interviewees,! a! summary! of! the!
outcome!was!sent!to!the!interviewees!to!ensure!that!a!proper!understanding!of!their!perspective!(or!their!
institution’s!perspective)!had!been!captured.!Each!interviewee!could!make!edits,!and!the!resulting!data!was!
then! used! for! further! coding! and! categorising! using! the! grounded! theory! methodology.! Thus,! the! data!
analysis!process!took!place!simultaneously!with!the!data!collection!(Partington,!2002).!!
!
During!the!analysis!phase,! the!data!was! ‘fractured’!and!rearranged! in!categories!to!check!for!relationships!




(2009).! Memos,! therefore,! focused! on! the! contextualisation! of! information! in! relation! to! the! emerging!
explanation.!!
!











Most! of! these! observations! took! place! while! attending! CRISA! committee! meetings! and! during! panel!
discussions!or!workshops!organised!by!the!industry!on!the!topic!of!RI.!Between!2013!and!2015!I!took!part!in!
five! CRISA! meetings.! I! attended! three! panel! discussions,! two! breakfast! presentations! and! two! training!
sessions!organised!by!the!industry.!!
!













There+ is+ a+ 'build+ up'+ in+ the+ natural/social+ system+ that+ is+ ignored+ by+ the+ economic,+ financial+ and+ even+ political+
systems.+Where+does+this+lead?+
+
While+ capital+ and+ capitalism+ need+ to+ change+ for+ the+ planet+ to+ heal,+ will+ incremental+ changes+ be+ meaningful+
enough+ and+ accelerate+ fast+ enough+ to+ have+ a+ timely+ effect?+ RI+ appears+ to+ be+ a+ slow+process,+ geared+ towards+
appearances+and+profits+ rather+ that+ real+ thoughtful+ consideration+of+our+ future.+Can+RI+be+effective+without+an+
ethical+debate+on+the+place+and+role+of+business?+
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the! “mood”!and!expectations! that!overshadowed! the! research!and! that!only! an! ‘insider’! could!gather.! To!
witness!behaviours!or!reactions!that!happen!“below!the!level!of!conscious!thought”!implied!not!just!being!
present,! but! also! at! times,! taking! an! active! part! in! the! debates! (Quest! et+ al.,! 2012:79).! Essential! to! the!
research!process,!personal!observations!enabled!to!make!connections!and!provided!a!source!of!explanation!
to! the! emerging! narrative.! During! panel! discussions! or! workshops,! I! focused! on! ‘how’! information! was!
presented!and!by!whom,!the!use!of! language,!the!type!of!questions!asked!to!establish!the! ‘positioning’!of!




Receiving! feedback! from! informants! was! integral! to! the! research! process.! In! line! with! the! pragmatic!
epistemology!and!the!desire! to!ensure! that! the!research!carries!a!practical!validity,!different!stages! in! the!
research! process! provided! for! reviews! by! experts! and! industry! professionals.! “MemberQchecking! is! the!
process!of!verifying!information!with!the!targeted!group.!It!allows!the!stakeholder!or!participant!the!chance!
to! correct! errors! of! fact! or! errors! of! interpretation.!Member! checks! add! to! the! validity! of! the! observer’s!




Three! reviews! took! place:! at! the! beginning! of! the! process! to! gather! insights! and! adjust! the! matrix’s!
structure;!at!the!end!of!the!first!year!of!research!to!present!preliminary!findings;!and!during!the!second!year!
of! the! research! to! discuss! key! industry! concerns! in! relation! to! RI,! present! recommendations! and! gather!
feedback.! The! information! gathered! from! the! reviews! was! recorded! and! then! selectively! used! in! the!
research!process.!!
!




“This! is! especially! useful! where! prior! research! provides! few! or! inadequate! measurement! instruments! to!
operationalize!key!constructs”! (Modell,!2005:237).!This!was,! therefore,!extremely!valuable! for! the!present!
research!as!it!provided!a!way!to!gain!an!‘evaluative’!perspective,!which!could!not!be!accessed!otherwise.!!




of! Maxwell's! interactive! design! model:! validity.! Maxwell! points! out! that! it! is! generally! beneficial! for!
qualitative! research! to! build+ into+ the+ research+ design! some! process! controls! and! check! to! anticipate! or!
address!unanticipated!validity!threats.!In!his!concern,!Maxwell!specifically!invites!qualitative!researchers!to!
focuses! on! two! types! of! threat:! the! “researcher! bias! and! the! effect! of! the! researcher! on! the! setting! or!
individuals! studied,! generally! known!as! reactivity”! (Maxwell,! 2009:243).! To! this! list,! a! last! threat! could!be!
added:!the!sometimesQproblematic!evaluative+criteria!of!qualitative!research!methodologies.!!
!





In! qualitative! research,! the! threat! represented! by! reactivity! cannot! be! eliminated.! However,! it! can! be!
managed! in! such! a! way! as! to! become! a! productive! influence! in! the! research! process! (Atkinson! and!






by! the! research.! As! argued! by! Juliet! Corbin,! the! objective! in! qualitative! research! might! be! quality! and!
credibility! rather! than!validity.! She!points!out,! ”I! [Corbin]!don’t! feel! conformable!using! the! terms! ‘validity’!
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2.4.1 Triangulation$
Emerging! out! of! Campbell’s! work! in! psychology! and! later! conceptualised! by! Norman! Denzin! (1970),!
triangulation! systematically! relates! multiple! methods! in! order! to! improve! the! validity! (or! credibility)! of!





Whilst! in! its! classic! approach,! triangulation! was! seeking! to! ‘objectivise’! and! ‘confirm’! research! results! by!
using!crossQvalidation!between!methods,!it!is!now!understood!that!“triangulation!in!itself!is!no!guarantee!of!
internal! and! external! validity”! (Fielding! and! Fielding,! 2008:3).! Rather,! its! real! value! lies! in! the! fact! that! it!
encourages!a!more!critical!stance!towards!data!and!methods.!As!argued!by!Fielding!and!Fielding!“the!value!
of!triangulation!lies!more!in!‘quality!control’!than!any!guarantee!of!‘validity’.!The!approach!promotes!more!
complex! research!designs! that! oblige! researchers! to!be!more! clear! about!what! relationships! they! seek! to!















research! into! component! designs! and! integrated! designs,! Caracelli! and! Greene! have! identified! different!
strategies! to! integrate! qualitative! and! quantitative! data,! including! the! use! of! conceptual! categories!
emergent! from! the! analysis! of! one! type! of! data! to! the! analysis! of! a! contrasting! data! type! (Typological!
development)!(1997).!They!have!further!emphasised!the!need!to!integrate!multiple!forms!of!data!to!produce!




interpretivist! philosophy! underlying! the! present! research.! As! pointed! out! by! Fielding! and! Fielding! (2008)!
“Accepting! the! case! for! interrelating! data! from! different! sources! is! to! accept! a! moderate! relativistic!











As! pointed! out! by! Fielding! and! Fielding! (2008),! certain! software! have! emerged! as! a!means! of! facilitating!
Caracelli! and! Green’s! integrated! approach! and! to! interrelate! qualitative! and! quantitative.! One! of! these!
computerQassisted!qualitative!data!analysis!(‘CAQDAS’)!is!NVIVO®,!the!software!used!in!the!present!research.!
Bazeley!and!Jackson,!for!example,!argue!that!such!software!allow!transcendence!of!the!distinction!between!
quantitative! and! qualitative! and! facilitate! the! interpretation! process! (2013).! Quantitative! data! can! be!
imported! for! interrelation! with! qualitative! data,! whilst! categories! of! qualitative! data! can! be! exported! to!
facilitate!statistical!analysis.!Both!types!of!data!can!be!queried!and!‘collections’!can!be!made,!thus!offering!
yet!different!opportunities!for!visualisation!and!interpretation.!Example!of!coding!and!extracts!from!NVIVO®!





Whilst! care!needs! to!be! taken! to!avoid! computer!programs! stifling! the! creative!process!of! the!qualitative!
research!or!turning!it!into!a!mechanical!process,!software!can!be!invaluable!tools!to!organise,!sort,!reshuffle!
and! evaluate! data.! As! highlighted! by!Dey,! “computers! can! help! us! confront! the! data!more! effectively,! by!








industry! and! a! specific! understanding! of! sustainability.! My! background! is! likely! to! have! influenced! my!
selection,! analysis! and! interpretation! of! the! data.! In! the! context! of! a! constructivist! grounded! theory!
methodology,! this! could! have! led! to! the! use! of! ‘pet! concepts’! or! a! preference! for! specific! codes! and!
categories.! My! system! of! reference! and! affiliations! participated! in! generating! ‘relative’! propositions! that!
resulted!from!a!creative!and!imaginative!engagement!with!the!data.!The!emergent!research!process!resulted!
in! a! representation! of! the! phenomena,! not! a! replication.! Constructivist! grounded! theory! methodology!









I! conducted!only! a! limited!number!of! interviews.!My!purposeful! selection! could!have! led! to! a!partial! and!
incomplete!perception!of!industry!practices.!The!restricted!sample!carries!the!risk!of!a!lack!of!generalizability!
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As! presented! in! this! chapter,! the! present! research! is! an! empirical! qualitative! study,! using! a! component!
approach!based!on!Maxwell’s! Interactive!Model!Design.! The! research! questions,! its! goals,! the! conceptual!
framework,! methods! and! validity! are! treated! as! interQrelated! components! allowing! a! multiQdirectional!
iterative! research! process.! Sine! the! research! questions! and! goals!were! discussed! in! the! introduction,! this!
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chapter,! therefore,! focuses!on!explaining! the! research’s! approach! to! the! conceptual! framework,!methods!
and!validity.!!
!








2008).! Analysing! existing! theory! and! research! allowed! for! a! broad! literature! review,! instrumental! in!
identifying!key!categories!and!developing!theoretical!propositions.!My!personal!experiential!knowledge!was!
used! to! generate! insights! and! hypothesis! (Marshall! Egan,! 2002;! Suddaby,! 2006;! Charmaz,! 2007).! I! gained!
experiential!knowledge!through!memoQwriting,!engaging!personally!in!the!process!of!investing!responsibly,!
and! by! conducting! research! on! behalf! of! CRISA.! Finally,! I! used! mapping! and! visualisation! efforts! using!







representatives! financial! institutions.!Qualitative!data!was!collected!using!semiQconstructed! interviews!and!
personal!observations!(Partington,!2002).!The!data!collected!from!the!interviews!was!analysed!and!arranged!
into! categories!whilst! personal! observations! allowed! the!establishment!of! connections! and! supported! the!






methodology!and!certain! technological! tools.!Encouraging!a! critical!perspective!on!data!and!methods,! the!







This! chapter!has!described!and!explained! the!methodological! considerations!of! the!present! research,!and!
the!next!chapters!will!discuss!the!findings.!






In!building!a!conceptual! framework,! I! relied!on!an! iterative!process! integrating!five!elements:! the!selected!
research!paradigm,!initial!exploratory!studies,!personal!experiential!knowledge,!existing!theory!and!research,!
and!conceptual!modelling!exercises!(Maxwell,!2009).!More!extensive!and!critical!than!a!‘literature!review’,!a!
conceptual! framework! treats! the! literature! as! ‘ideas’! and! ‘possibilities’! regarding! what! is! going! on! and!
attempts!to!reframe!the!issues!in!an!alternative!way!(Maxwell,!2009).!Drawing!on!the!discipline!of!Systems!





The! resulting! conceptual! ‘process’! framework!aims!at!gaining!an!understanding!of! the!dynamic! influences!
affecting!the!concept!and!the!agency!of!RI.!The!framework!is!presented!as!three!interrelated!sections.!The!
first! section!presents! global! trends! in!RI! and!assesses! the! level! of! change! in! the! investment! industry.! The!
second! section! investigates! and! conceptualises! interconnections! and! relationships! in!order! to! formulate! a!
dynamic! hypothesis! regarding! how!RI! is! likely! to! evolve! over! time.! Finally! the! third! section! builds! on! the!
insights! resulting! from! the! conceptualisation! effort! and! explores! their! implications! in! terms! of! change!
processes!and!RI!agency.!!
3.2 Responsible!Investment:!A!concept!for!transformation?!
A! process! study! investigates! how! and! why! phenomena! emerge,! develop! and/or! terminate! over! time,!
thereby! explicitly! incorporating! “temporal! progressions! of! activities! as! elements! of! explanation! and!
understanding”! (Langley! et+ al.,! 2013:1).! It! is! based! on! the! premise! that! temporality!matters! highly!when!
analysing!concepts!and!to!make!knowledge!and!propositions!actionable.!Given!the!inescapability!and!critical!
significance! of! time! in! sustainability! issues! such! as! climate! change,! it! appears! reasonable! to! analyse! the!
concept!of!RI!and!its!efficiency!in!the!context!of!time!(Slawinski!et+al.,!2015).!!Thus,!using!grounded!theory!
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is! today! referred! to! as! ‘ethical! investment’! (Sethi,! 2005;! Richardson,! 2009a;! Richardson! and! Cragg,! 2010;!
Woods!and!Urwin,!2010;!Viviers,! 2013;! Juhani! Lehtonen,!2013).!While! the! concept!of! ‘ethical! investment’!
has!often!been!contested,!it!can!be!defined!as!“decisionQmaking!framed!and!guided!by!moral!principles,!such!
as! respect! for! fundamental!human! rights!and!ecological,! social! and!economic! sustainability,! in! contrast! to!
decisionQmaking!with!its!commitment!to!these!values!being!only!instrumental!and!selfQserving”!(Richardson!
and! Cragg,! 2010:22).! Indeed,! from! the! 1700s! antiQslavery! campaigns! led! by! the! Quakers! to! the! ﬁnancial!
embargo! against! apartheid! South! Africa’s! in! the! 1970s! and! 1980s,! ethical! investments! were! “motivated!











(Sethi,! 2005)! for! a! range! of! different! investment! practices,! which! take! into! account! social! and/or!
environmental! issues! (Woods! and!Urwin,! 2010).!Also! referred! to!by! some!authors! as! Socially! Responsible!
Investment! (SRI)! or! Sustainable! Investing,! RI! incorporates! various! considerations! ranging! from! climate!
change! and! pollution! to! executive! remuneration.! Whilst! the! concept! has! suffered! deﬁnitional! and!
terminological!ambiguity!(Sethi,!2005;!Sandberg!et+al.,!2009;!Viviers!et+al.,+2009;!Woods!and!Urwin,!2010),!
the!various! terms!have!been!used! to!mean!more!or! less! the!same!thing! (Sandberg!et+al.,!2009),! the!main!
characteristic! being! “the! integration! of! certain! nonQﬁnancial! concerns! in! the! investment! process”! (Woods!
and!Urwin,!2010:3).!!
!
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Today,! it! is! further! argued! that! a! level! of! standardisation! of! the! RI! terminology! is! occurring! through! the!
United!Nations!Principles!for!Responsible!Investment!(PRI)!movement!(Herringer!et+al.,!2009;!Sandberg!et+al.,!
2009;!Eccles,!2010;!Woods!and!Urwin,!2010).!Structured!around!six!core!principles,!the!central!focus!of!the!
PRI! movement! is! the! integration! of! ESG! criteria! into! mainstream! investment! processes! and! ownership!
practices!“to!the!extent!that!they!are!perceivable!as!ﬁnancially!‘material’”!(Richardson!and!Cragg,!2010:27).!
The! ﬁnanciallyQoriented! justiﬁcations! and! the! overall! ‘business! case’! approach! promoted! by! the! PRI! has!
made!RI!more!palatable! to! large! institutional! investors! (Herringer!et+al.,!2009;!Wen!2009;!Richardson!and!
Cragg,! 2010).! This! approach! addresses!many! investors’! reservations! pertaining! to! ﬁduciary! duty,! reduced!
investment!universe,!or!ethics!driving! investment!decisions!(Sethi,!2005;!Sandberg!et+al.,!2009;!Richardson!
and!Cragg,!2010;!Woods!and!Urwin,!2010;!Eccles,!2010).! It! is! in! line!with!many! institutional! investors!and!
financial!service!providers’!view!that!their!primary!ethical!and!legal!obligation!remains!to!maximize!proﬁts.!
ESG! issues,! including! global! warming,! are! addressed! “on! the! basis! of! the! relative! ﬁnancial! risks! and!
opportunities!to!the!investor”!(Richardson,!2009b:598).!
3.2.2 The$practice$of$RI$
In! line!with!market! logic!and! influenced!by! the!notion!of! ‘ecological!modernization’,!RI! relies!on!voluntary!
and! flexible! commitments! to! reconcile! financial!markets! with! sustainability! principles.!Market! forces! and!
related!factors!such!as!competition,!financial!performance!or!client!perception!are!the!main!drivers!for!the!
adoption! of! responsible! strategies.! This! is! supported! by! evidence,! which! suggests! that! over! 70%! of! fund!
managers! and! analysts! engage! in! RI! as! a! means! “(1)! to! satisfy! their! clients! and! to! prevent! the! loss! of!
customers! and! (2)! to! improve! ﬁrms’! ﬁnancial! performance”! (CSR! Europe,! 2003;! Wen! 2009:319).! RI!
complements!the!dominant!ﬁnancial!criteria!of!investment!selection!to!allow!for!“comparatively!better!and!
relatively! safer! longQterm! investment! returns”! (Sethi,! 2005:107).! RI! is! also! underpinned! by! the! ‘ecological!
modernization’! discourse,! popular! in! Western! environmental! policyQmaking! since! the! 1990s,! which!
reconciles! economic! development! with! sustainability! objectives! through! technological! innovation,!
management! insights! and! the! effect! of! competition! (Richardson,! 2009a).! It! anticipates! that! environment!






The! stakeholder! perspective! has! been! developed! within! a! broad! range! of! theoretical! frameworks! with!
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different! focus!and!understanding!of! value! creation.!However,! a! common! theme! is! the! recognition!of! the!
“moral! responsibility! of! corporations! towards! their! stakeholders”! (Sandbu,! 2012:97).! Cooperative! and!
responsible!attitudes!are!seen!as!competitive!advantages.!Taking!into!account!the!interests!of!stakeholders!
should! drive! both! the! outcome! and! decisionQmaking! processes! of! businesses! (Wall! and! Greiling,! 2011).!
Challenging! the! role!of!business! in! society,! this!perspective!coincides!with! the! rise!of! integrated! reporting!
practices!(Steyn,!2014).!Integrated!reporting!supports!RI!by!expanding!the!range!of!reporting!requirements!
into! environmental,! social! and! governance! aspects! of! businesses.!Whilst! still! nascent! and! voluntary,! this!




The! evolution! of! RI! further! coincides! with! a! drift! towards! corporate! selfQregulation! in! most! Western!
economies!(Richardson,!2009a).!With!the!aim!of!inducing!positive!changes!in!behaviours!through!reﬂection!
and! learning,! commitments! to! RI! are!mostly! voluntary! and! selfQregulated.! In! the! case! of! PRI,! emphasis! is!
placed!on!being!part!of!a!network,!“with!opportunities!to!pool!resources!and!inﬂuence,! lowering!the!costs!
and! increasing! the! effectiveness! of! research! and! active! ownership! practices”! (Richardson,! 2009a:615).!
Beyond!their!voluntary!character,!commitments!are!flexible!in!nature,!thus!allowing!financial!institutions!to!
frame!RI! in! the! context! of! their! own!understanding! of! sustainability,! their! decisionQmaking! processes! and!
their! operating! parameter! (Sievänen! et! al,! 2013).! RI! is! a! framework! in! which! differences! in! beliefs,!
measurement! standards! and! level! of! commitments! can! be! freely! expressed,! thereby! leaving! financial!





Today,! RI! encompasses! a! broad! range!of! investment! strategies,!motivations! and!practices,! and! involves! a!
heterogeneous!group!of!market!participants!(Wen,!2009;!Berry!and!Junkus,!2013;!Humphrey!and!Tan,!2014).!
Practices! extend! from! traditional! negative! screening! practices! (excluding! controversial! businesses! or!
industries),! to! positive! screening! (focusing! on! sustainable! businesses! or! industries)! or! best! of! sector!
investment!(concentrating!on!top!performing!ﬁrms!with!regard!to!ESG!criteria).!They!also!include!strategic!
or! targeted! approaches,! such! as! impact! investment,! or! approaches! focused! on! shareholder! activism! and!
engagement!activities!with!boards!and!directors!(EUROSIF,!2005;!Giamporcaro!and!Pretorius,!2012;!Viviers!
et+al.,!2013;!Sievänen!et!al,!2013).!More!recently,!practices!have!evolved!to!include!easier!and!more!passive!
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tactics! such! as! integration.! This! approach! allows! investors! to! consider! ESG! risks! without! modifying! their!
investment!strategies.!ESG!analysis! is!used!for!both!stock!picking!and!selling.!The!goal! is!“to!deliver!profit,!
rather! than! sustainability”! and! “take! advantage! of! the! market! through! underQanalysed! themes”! whilst!
adapting!to!new!regulatory!environmental!(EUROSIF,!2005:28).!
3.2.3 Assessing$the$agency$of$RI$
Strong! of! 1380! signatories! worldwide,! representing! $59! trillion! of! assets! under! management! (AUM)! and!
amounting!to!more!than!half!of!the!world’s!institutional!assets!(UNPRI,!2015a),!the!PRI!initiative!seems!to!be!
succeeding!in!establishing!RI!as!an!acceptable!investment!approach.!Gaining!in!popularity,!its!stated!goal!is!
to! continue! mainstreaming! this! approach! until! the! consideration! of! ESG! factors! becomes! a! normal!
investment! practice! across! the! industry! (Sandberg!et+ al.,! 2009;!UNPRI,! 2015b).! Providing! opportunities! to!
convene,! collaborate! and! build! awareness! around! major! sustainability! issues,! PRI! further! provides!
standardised!reporting!formats!to!facilitate!the!comparability!of!information!and!improve!the!accountability!
of! signatories! (UNPRI,! 2015a).! As! RI! influences! a! substantial! portion! of! the! capital! markets! of! the!major!
Western!economies,!it!cannot!be!considered!a!small!niche!market!anymore!(EUROSIF,!2013;!Humphrey!and!






However,! the! current! form! of! RI! has! become! barely! distinguishable! from! conventional! investing,! leading!
researchers!to!question!‘what’!is!actually!being!mainstreamed!and!whether!mainstreaming!is!taking!place!at!
the! expense! of! substance! (Richardson,! 2009a;! Viviers,! 2013).! Furthermore,! it! has! become! questionable!
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to! meet! their! own! needs”! (WCED,! 1987),! is! generally! subject! to! discretionary! interpretation! by! the!
investment! community! (Richardson,! 2009a;! Sandberg! et+ al.,! 2009;+Woods! and! Urwin,! 2010;! Peetz! and!
Murray,!2013).!The!same!is!true!for!notions!such!as!Corporate!Social!Responsibility!(CSR),!further!adding!to!
the!confusion!and!limiting!the!reliability!of!ESG!data!(Richardson,!2009a;!Wen,!2009;!EUROSIF,!2013;!Berry!
and! Junkus,! 2013;! Montiel! and! DelgadoQCeballos,! 2014).! The! lack! of! definitions! has! led! to! minimalistic!
standards!and!the!proliferation!of!practices,!making!any!empirical!measurement!or!evaluation!difficult!(Wen,!
2009;!Urwin,!2010;!Richardson!and!Cragg,!2010).!As!fund!managers!are!given!excessive!discretionary!powers!
to!select!ESG!criteria!and!define!RI!approaches,! the! investment!universe! is!unrestrained!and!any!company!
can! virtually! be! part! of! an! RI! index! (Wen,! 2009).! This! was! demonstrated! by! a! survey! conducted! by! Paul!
Hawken,!which!showed!that!“more!than!90%!of!the!Fortune!500!companies!are!invested!in!by!at!least!one!






Secondly,! evidence! shows! that! RI’s! overall! ability! to! curb!market! excesses! remains! unproven! and! several!
factors!highlight!its!limitation!as!a!comprehensive!solution!to!address!corporate!unsustainability!(Wen,!2009;!
Woods! and! Urwin,! 2010).! To! begin! with,! recent! research! has! shown! that! the! majority! of! institutional!
investors! continue! to! ignore! ESG! considerations,! despite! being! PRI! signatories! (UNEPFI,! 2009;! Sandberg,!












have! not! been! very! successful! (Herringer! et+ al.,! 2009;! Viviers,! 2013;! PRI,! 2015).!Whilst! asset! owners! are!
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expected! to! review! management! mandates! in! line! with! RI! and! ensure! implementation! by! their! service!
providers,!empirical! research!shows! that!many!asset!owners!are!not! ‘following! through’!with! their! service!
providers! (UNPRI,!2015b).!Moreover,!many!small!asset!owners!do!not!have!the!resources!and!the!skills! to!
challenge! traditional! investment! strategies! (Sethi,! 2005;! Sievänen! et+ al,! 2012;! IoDSA,! 2013b).!Many! asset!
owners! tend! to! rely! on! the! advice! of! their! service! providers,! whose! offers! tend! to! be! guided! by!money!
inﬂows! and!management! fees! rather! than! sustainability! objectives! (Sethi,! 2005;!McLeod! and! Park,! 2011;!
Renneboog! et+ al.,! 2011;! UNPRI,! 2015b).! As! expressed! by! Sethi:! “The! markets! apparently! are! unable! to!
correct! this! situation! since! all! intermediaries! are!driven! by! similar! considerations! and! ‘competitive! checks!
and! balances’! do! not! seem! to! operate! effectively”! (2005:106).! Moreover,! the! large! number! of! asset!




further! the! substantive! growth! of! the! RI! sector,! whose! benefits! are! mostly! associated! with! longQterm!
investment! performance! (Sethi,! 2005,!Wen,! 2009,! Herringer! et+ al.,! 2009).! Most! investment! funds! act! as!
shortQterm! speculators! rather! than! longQterm! owners! whilst! the! industry! mostly! uses! shortQterm!




The!current!situation! leads!to!question!the!notion!of!action!versus! inaction! in!the!context!of!sustainability!







inadequate! to!generate! the! large! transformational!changes! that!need!to! take!place,!especially!considering!
the! short! time! that! is! available! (Slawinski! et+ al.! 2015).! Hence,! failing! to! produce! a! purposeful! and! farQ
reaching! change,! it! can! be! argued! that! RI,! in! its! present! form,! is! sanctioning! and! covering! up! for! the!
perpetuation! of! inaction! (Richardson,! 2009b;! Eccles,! 2010).! Furthermore,! leaving! the! dominance! of! the!
market!logic!unchallenged,!the!‘business!case’!RI!remains!presentQfocused!and!undervalues!future!outcomes.!









and!systemic!crisis! the!world! is! facing!and! that!RI’s!apparent!success!should!not! lure!us! into!complacency!
(Richardson,! 2009b;! Urwin,! 2010;! Richardson! and! Cragg,! 2010;! Peetz! and!Murray,! 2012).! RI! appears! as! a!
concept! for! continuity! rather! than! transformation,! thereby! failing! to! address! investors’! responsibility! in!
corporate! inaction! over! sustainability! issues.! The! incremental! improvements! that! this! popular! concept!
promotes,!stripped!from!any!ethical!stance,!are!no!substitutes!for!meaningful!action.!Dominated!by!vague!
and!selfQserving!commitments,!locked!into!the!market!logic!and!lacking!urgency,!RI!appears!temporally!and!







the! present! study! drew! on! the! discipline! of! Systems!Dynamics! (SD)! to! analyse! dynamically! the! issues! “in!
terms! of! the! processes,! information,! organizational! boundaries! and! strategies”! (Pruydt,! 2013:1).! SD! is! a!






To!proceed,! I!will! discuss! the!benefits!of!using!an! SD!approach! to!problem!solving!before!articulating! the!
problem!dynamically!and!presenting!the!conceptualisation!effort.!A!dynamic!hypothesis!(or!working!theory)!
is!formulated!based!on!the!findings.!!
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3.3.1 From$openYloop$thinking$to$feedback$systems$








2 The! consideration! and! the! integration! of! RI! into! investment! processes! are! accommodated! on! the!
conditional! basis! that! it!meets!market! return! expectations! and! respects! the! dominant! fiduciary! duty!
interpretation;!




5 This! cycle! of! learning! and! capacity! building! is! expected! to! lead! in! time! to!more! principled! behaviour!
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As! can!be!observed! in! Figure!6:! EventQoriented! view!of!RI,! the! ‘business! case’! RI! selectively! observes! and!
acknowledges! effects.! This! solution! is! built! within! the! market! logic! and! relies! on! assumptions! that! are!
consistent!with! this! logic.! The!positive!effects!of! competitive!pressure!on! learning!and!mainstreaming!are!
built! upon.! However,! the! possible! limitations! and! delays! due! to! the! selective! level! of! commitment! are!
overlooked.! As! such,! possible! limitations! in! the! quality! of! definitions! and! data,! the! use! of! discretionary!
evaluation!criteria!and!poor!consistency!and!accountability!are!not!addressed!in!the!present!implementation!
of!RI.!They!are!expected!to!selfQcorrect!over!time!as!learning!and!reflection!take!place.!However,!the!impact!





we! experience! over! time”! and! it! looks! “within! a! system! for! the! sources! of! its! problem! behaviour”!
(Richardson! and! Pugh,! 1989:15).! Feedback! mechanisms! are! either! selfQreinforcing! (positive)! or! selfQ






behaviour! observed”! (Richardson! and! Pugh,! 1989:12).! As! such,! RI! is! a! solution! embedded! in! a! system! of!
feedbacks.!Using!an!SD!perspective,!the!system!structure!affecting!RI!could!be!schematised!in!the!diagram!
depicted!in!Figure!8.!!





To! give! relevance! to! the! temporal! dimension,! the! SD! perspective! articulates! the! problem! (or! goal)!
dynamically,! as! a! reference+ behaviour+ mode! or! a! pattern! of! behaviour! in! the! context! a! time! horizon!
(Richardson! and! Pugh,! 1989).! As! such,! Figure! 9:! Reference! Behaviour! Mode! describes! the! dynamic!





























1) Map! the! driving! influences! (feedback! mechanisms)! and! their! dynamic! consequences! on! the!
evolution!of!RI;!and!
2) Present!a!visual!understanding!of!RI’s!actual!progress!and!compare!it!with!the!desirable!evolution.!




part!of! the!system!might!propagate! to!others!and!return”! (Morecroft,!2007:51).!The!Causal!Loop!Diagram!
identified! both! the! obvious! and! hidden! interconnectedness! in! order! to! highlight! the! “pathQtime”! or!













generate!progress! towards! a! sustainable! economy.! It! further! highlights! that! the! influence!of! each!
variable! is!delayed! in! time.! Learning,! skills!development!and!capacity!building! require! time!before!
they! can! have! an! effect! on! corporate! behaviour.! Notwithstanding,! in! the! long! term! this! positive!
feedback! loop! leads! to! an! improvement! in! corporate! behaviour,! thus! supporting! a! sustainable!
economy;!
• R2,! called!Profit! loop,! shows! the! influence!of! shortQterm!profit!maximisation! and! current! industry!
standard! practices! on! the! level! of! commitment! and! ultimately! the! level! of! integration! of! RI! into!
investment! processes.! Unlike! R1,! R2! is! not! affected! by! delays.! It! is! immediate.! Furthermore,! this!
shortQterm! loop! influences! the! system! in! the! opposite! direction! to! R1,! steering! it! away! from! a!
sustainable!economy.!In!such!reinforcing!processes,!a!small!change!can!build!on!itself,!meaning!that!
the!effect!of!every!variable!is!amplified;!
• B1,! the! Action! vs.! Inaction! loop,! highlights! how! the! pressure! to! consider! and! integrate! RI! into!
investment! processes! is! counterQbalanced! by! shortQterm! pressure! to! maximise! profit! and! meet!
market! return! expectations.! This! balancing! loop! affects! negatively! and! immediately! the! ability! to!
reach!a!sustainable!economy;!and!








or! speed! it! up.! Progress! towards! RI! is! subject! to! the! mechanisms! and! expectations! of! the! market.! The!
reinforcing!Profit!loop!determines!how!RI!is!perceived!and!implemented,!thus!limiting!the!range!of!action!to!
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clearly!evident! in! the!simplified! !Loop!Diagram! in!Figure!11.!Whilst!RI!can!have!some!positive! impact!over!






of! an! exponential! curve! to! reach! the! goal! of! a! sustainable! economy,! actual! RI! progress! should! be!











Proposition! 1:! The!mechanisms! and! expectations! of! the!market! impede! learning! and! slow! down!
capacity!building.!






mechanisms! that! are! not! considered! on! traditional! eventQbased! explanations.! It! has! further! allowed! the!
integration! of! time! as! an! important! variable! in! the! problem! understanding.! The! dynamic! view! that! was!
developed!provides!an!endogenous!explanation!regarding!how!the!problem!behaviour!arose,!is!maintained!
and! is! likely! to! evolve! over! time! (Sterman,! 2000).! The! resulting! propositions! form! the! backbone! of! a!









among!purposeful! actions!motivated!by! conflicting!worldviews”! (Morecroft,! 2007:152).!As! pointed!out! by!
Checkland!and!Holwell!(2004),!it!is!the!simultaneous!interactions!of!many!different!intentions!that!generate!
both!progress! and!problems.! The! insights! resulting! from! the! conceptualisation! effort! raise! questions!with!
regard! to! the! role! of!market! expectations! and! assumptions! underpinning! the! concept! of! RI.! They! further!
challenge! the! strategies! used! so! far! to! promote!RI! practices.! Investigating! these!questions! is! necessary! in!
order!to!reQdefine!a!dynamic!path!that!can!support!an!effective!transition!towards!a!sustainable!economy.!
Building!on! the!dynamic!hypothesis,! I!will! explore! further! the! implications!of!each!proposition! in!order! to!














mental!models! have! been! described! as! “collective! routines! or! standard! operating! procedures,! scripts! for!
selecting!possible!actions,!cognitive!maps!of!a!domain,!typology!of!categorising!experience,!logical!structures!
for!interpretation!or!attribution!about!individuals!we!encounter!in!daily!life”!(Sterman,!2000:16).!SD!stresses!
how!mental!models! affect! all! our! decisions! and! our! ability! to! learn,! as!most! decisions! and! strategies! are!
taken! in! the! context!of! existing!mental!models! (Forrester,! 1961).!Mental!models!hold! strong!beliefs! as! to!
how!the!world!works!and!actively!construct!–!or!model!–!the!world!we!see!and!how!we!understand!or!deal!
with!issues!(Senge,!1990).!!
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!
Information! feedbacks! often! fail! to! affect! existing! mental! models,! thus! limiting! learning! capacity.!
Information!is!perceived!and!interpreted!through!filters.!Measurements!further!introduce!biases!and!errors.!
As!pointed!out!by!Albert!Einstein,!“Our!theories!determine!what!we!measure”!and!thus!we!often!selectively!





the!best!decisions!we!can,!bounded!rationality!means!that!we!often!systematically! fall! short,! thus! limiting!
our!ability!to!learn!from!experience”!(Sterman,!2000:26).!The!higher!the!complexity!of!a!situation,!the!more!




which! perpetuate! its! expectations! (Woods! and! Urwin,! 2010).! Industry! wide! practices! such! as! discounted!




part,! are! paid! on! the! basis! of! the! performance! of! their! recommended! investment! choices.! However,! this!
performance!is!rarely!measured!in!the!longQterm”!(2005:105).!Thus,!the!maximisation!of!short!term!returns!
is!currently!“embedded! in! the!way!ﬁnancial!markets!are!structured”! (Sethi,!2005:104).!Evaluation!systems!
tend!to!underestimate!future!risks!and!overQestimate!future!rewards,!especially!when!future!risks!are!hard!
to! measure! and! information! is! limited! or! inconsistent.! Sustainability! issues,! temporally! distant! or! poorly!
understood,!are!assigned! less! importance!and!urgency!than!shortQterm!focused!opportunities! (Dutton!and!
Webster,!1988!cited!in!Slawinski!et+al.,!2015).!Hence!the!lack!of!quality!ESG!data!and!evaluation!criteria!act!
as!an!obstacle!to!the!consideration!of!sustainability!and!creates!a!negative!reinforcing!influence!encouraging!
shortQtermism! (Sandberg,! 2008;! Richardson,! 2009b;! Herringer! et+ al.,! 2009;! Urwin,! 2010;! Slawinski! et+ al.,!
2015).!
!











deeper! and! unresolved! theoretical! tensions! between! shareholder! value! and! stakeholder! theory.! These!
tensions!are!reflected!clearly!in!the!debate!around!the!interpretation!of!fiduciary!duties.!!
!
The! conventional! understanding! is! that! the! ﬁduciary! duty! of! investors,! such! as! pension! funds! or! mutual!







last! decade! to! a! new! interpretation,!which! acknowledges! third! parties! potentially! affected! by! investment!
decisions!and!values!the!consideration!of!ESG!factors!in!investment!decisions.!In!line!with!this!perspective,!
the! Freshfields! report! (2005),! commissioned! by! the! United! Nations! Environment! Programme’s! Finance!
Initiative! (UNEPFI),! confirms! that! taking! ESG! considerations! into! account! is! not! only! “compatible!with! the!




Yet,! despite! the! growing! use! of! the! stakeholder! perspective,! the! interpretation! of! fiduciary! duty! remains!
largely! biased! by! shareholder! value! and! practices! have! not! changed.! The! position! of! PRI! highlights! this!
unsettled! reality! by! stating! that! signatories! commit! to! adopt! and! implement! the! principles! of! RI! “where!
consistent!with![their]!ﬁduciary!responsibilities’’!(UNPRI,!2015).!Rather!than!taking!a!categorical!position,!PRI!
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nature! of! moral! behaviour! expected! and! the! type! of! responsibility! it! engenders.! Within! the! stakeholder!
perspective,! different! approaches! provide! different! answers! to! the! questions! ‘Who! is! a! stakeholder?’! or!
‘What! is! the!moral! obligation! towards! stakeholders?’! or! ‘How! are! responsibilities! allocated! between! the!
various!economic!actors!with!respect!to!achieving!public!good’!(Wall!and!Greiling,!2014).!In!the!context!of!an!
unclear!stakeholder!discourse,!investors!have!‘free!hands’!to!interpret!their!fiduciary!duties!and!implement!
discretionary! approaches! to! RI.! The! risk! is! that! the! unresolved! theoretical! framework! perpetuates! the!










core! business! of! the! institution”! and! how! “the! resulting! blind! spot! stifles! meaningful! exchanges! with!
stakeholders! and! external! parties”! (Purnell! and! Freeman,! 2012:110).! Investigating! why! the! shareholder!
primary!perpetuates!itself!in!the!banking!industry!even!when!institutions!publicly!recognise!the!importance!
of! stakeholder! value,! Purnell! and! Freeman! argue! that! it! is! not! that! the! banking! industry! is! “unwilling! to!
consider! interests!beyond!shareholders,!but! rather! that! it! is!unable!given! the! imbedded!set!of!beliefs!and!
ideas!currently!institutionalized!by!the!‘fact/value!dichotomy’”!(2012:113).!!
!
The! term! fact/value+ dichotomy! was! coined! by! Hilary! Putnam! (2002)! to! describe! the! ‘‘false! philosophical!
dualism’’!of!facts!and!values!at!the!heart!of!the!shareholder!primacy!narrative.!This!dualism!postulates!that!
the!realms!of!business!and!realms!of!ethics!are!separated.!As!such,!business!decisions!have!no!moral!content!
and,!except! for! contractual!obligations,!ethical! considerations!must!be!externalised! (Purnell! and!Freeman,!
2012).! This! false! dichotomy! tends! to! perpetuate! itself! in! closedQcore! institutions! because! the! narrative!
permeates! every! aspect! of! their! existence:! structure,!measurement! tools,! incentives,! and! even! language.!
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Proposition! 5:! The! notion! of! shareholder! value! still! dominates! the! theories,! assumptions! and!
practices,!which!underpin!the!behaviour!of!financial!organisations.!
3.4.3 The$ethical$dilemma$





beneﬁciaries! through! the! exploitation! of! ESGQrelated! market! inefﬁciencies”! (Woods! and! Urwin,! 2010:4).!
Mainstream!investors!are!generally!uncomfortable!with!the!integration!of!an!ethical!agenda.!They!fear!being!
immersed! in! “acrimonious! and! irresolvable! debates! about! the! correct! ethical! course”! with! potentially!
disastrous!legal!implications!(Richardson,!2009b:607).!Thornton!argues,!“What!is!considered!to!be!‘ethical’!in!
investment! terms! is! inherently! subjective,! imprecise! and! continually! changing! with! altered! societal!
perspectives”!(2008:419).!
!
The! situation! exposes! “deep! fault! lines! between! actors! embedded! in! fundamentally! different! logics”!
(Slawinski!et+al.,!2015:12).!!On!one!hand,!scientiﬁc!knowledge!exposes!“the!world’s!ﬁnite!resource!base!and!
the! fragile! ecology! upon! which! humanity,! and! all! other! species,! depends! for! survival”! (Juhani! Lehtonen,!
2013:599).!The!climate!is!a!transnational!common!and!“everyone!has!a!shared!responsibility!to!ensure!that!
its!biophysical!functions!are!not!put!at!risk”!Ansari!et+al.,!2013!cited!in!Slawinski,!2015:12).!The!sustainability!
imperative! requires!humankind! to! think!beyond! its! own! interests! and! take! clear! and! immediate! action! to!
rearrange!its!economic!framework!(Richardson,!2009b).!On!the!other!hand,!climate!change!and!ESG!issues!
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have!been!addressed!using!the!market+logic!(Thornton!et+al.,!2012)!that!gives!primacy!to!economic!growth!
and! “prizes! growth! in! share! price,! wealth! accumulation,! keen! competition,! and! committing! investment!
capital”!(Miller!et!al,!2011:4).!The!market!logic!has!encouraged!firms!to!take!action!on!sustainability!issues!
only! in! so! far! as! it! contributes! to! “growth! objectives,! wealth! accumulation! and! strategic! position! in! the!
market”!(Slawinski!et+al.,!2015:12).!
!
Whilst! RI! and! financial! performance! are! not! incompatible,! especially! for! longQterm! investors,! the! current!
compartmentalisation! and! containment! of! ethical! considerations! limit! the! scope! of! change! possible! and!
constrain!RI!to!an!instrumental+approach.!RI!is!a!“means!to!the!ends!of!shareholder!wealth”!and!the!positive!
societal! effects! are! collateral! outcomes! rather! than! the! result! of! intrinsic! intentions! (Garriga! and! Melé!
2004:52).!Although!the!‘business!case!RI’!is!likely!to!address!some!environmental!and!social!issues,!it!is!not!
designed!to!take!into!account!problems!that!are!not!valued!by!the!market!or!whose!financial!materiality!is!
distant! in! time! (Richardson! and! Cragg,! 2010).! This! situation! is! unlikely! to! change! unless! the! framework!
guiding!investment!decisions!is!reinterpreted!in!line!with!sustainability!imperatives!(Wen,!2009).!!
!
Fundamentally,! the! fault! line!highlights! the!ethical! and! ideological!divide!at! the!heart!of! the! sustainability!
debate.!In!1992,!in!their!‘‘Warning!to!Humanity’’,!scientists!called!for!‘‘[a]!new!ethic!…!towards!discharging!
our! responsibility! for!caring! for!ourselves!and! for! the!earth’’! (Union!of!Concerned!Scientists,!1992!cited! in!
Richardson,! 2009b).! They! argued! that! progress! toward! sustainability! required! challenging! the!
anthropocentric! and! growthQcentred! values! at! the! heart! of! the! market! logic! in! order! to! keep! human!
activities! within! the! carrying! capacity! of! the! planet! (Daly,! 1993).! Most! current! research! in! sustainability!
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Several! researchers! like! Richardson! and! Cragg! (2010),! Juhani! Lehtonen! (2013),! Viviers! (2013)! have! long!
pointed!out! the!conflicting! intentions!at! the!heart!of!RI!and!argued! for!a! renewed!ethical! framework.!The!
anthropocentric! and! contractual! ethical! perspective,! which! guides! fiduciary! duty! interpretation,! limits!
investor’s!ability!to!meet!longQterm!sustainability!imperatives.!The!debate!needs!to!shift!away!from!whether!
RI! is! compliant! with! fiduciary! duty! or! whether! fiduciary! duty! should! be! ‘stretched’! to! accommodate! ESG!
considerations! (Martin,!2009;!Richardson,!2009a;! Sandberg,!2013).!Rather,! the! challenge! is! to!ensure! that!
fiduciary!duty!and!the!underlying!ethical! framework!guiding! investment!decisions!are!consistent!with!RI! in!
the!context!of!longQterm!sustainability.!!
!









world! require!a!courageous!undertaking! from!the! investment!community.!As!was! the!case!during! the!civil!
rights! movement,! the! situation! requires! dramatic! changes! in! beliefs! and! behaviours! (Sterman,! 2008).!




















2012).! By! sanctioning! the! use! of! discretionary! interpretations! and! flexible! commitments,! the! regulatory!
framework! de! facto! accepts! and! complies! with! the! tenets! of! the!market! logic,! leaving! the! narrative! and!
ethical! assumptions! unchallenged.! In! light! of! Proposition! 3,! suggesting! that! the! overall! system! behaviour!




approach,! favoured! by! regulators! in! respect! of! RI.! As! explained! by! Woods! and! Urwin,! the! legislatively!
sanctioned!approach!to!RI!requires!“to!either!comply!and!adopt!aspects!of!sustainable!investment!(‘comply’)!
or!provide!a!written!explanation!detailing!why! they!have!chosen!not! to! comply!and! for!what! time!period!
(‘explain’)”!(2010:14).!In!line!with!industry!practices,!this!approach!allows!“an!alternative!line!of!action!to!be!
Personal$Memo$10$December$2014$
The+ notion+ of+ "triple+ bottom+ line"+ seems+ to+ exert+ a+ significant+ influence+ on+ businesses’+ understanding+ of+
sustainability.+ The+ understanding+ of+ 'embedded+ sustainability',+where+ the+ economic+ system+ is+ a+ subsystem+of+ the+
social+system,+which+is+in+turn+a+subsystem+of+the+natural+system,+is+absent.+However,+where+embedded+sustainability+





time,+ it+ is+ questionable+whether+we+ have+ the+ time+ and+ can+ take+ the+ risk+ of+ a+ different+ outcome+ than+ sustainable+
development.+Thus,+is+the+reason+for+the+current+business+case+RI+to+"silently+sneak+between+the+enemy's+lines"+and+
initiate+discussions?+Or+ is+ it+to+simply+to+ improve+risk+management+ in+the+current+economic+context+without+taking+
any+responsibility+for+any+negative+outcome?++
+
+Is+ RI,+ in+ its+ current+ form,+ fundamentally+ "responsible"?+ What+ is+ responsible+ about+ taking+ into+ account+ ESG+ to+
optimise+risk+returns?+To+be+effective,+can+RI+be+isolated+from+broader+ethical+considerations?+
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pursued!subject!to!explanation”!(Woods!and!Urwin,!2010:14).!It!assumed!that!progress!will!be!gradual!and!
that! “the! market! is! efﬁcient! and! functions! best! with! minimal! governmental! oversight”! (Richardson,!
2009a:558).!!
!
In! line! with! the! selfQregulation! trend,! the! institutional! environment! supports! the! view! that! “the! best!
opportunities!for!generating!compliance!will!come!from!collective!action”!(Brown,!2013:501).!As!argued!by!






context! of! a! collective! strategy,! a! ‘dialogic! approach’,! relying!mainly! on! the! engagements! of! institutional!




on! sustainability! issues! such! as! climate! change,! especially! considering! the! ideological! divide.! While!
proponents!argue!that!it!gradually!contributes!to!a!change!in!expectations!(Thaler,!2008!cited!in!Woods!and!
Urwin,!2010),!collective!action!is!a!messy!and!lengthy!process,!whose!outcome!is!uncertain!and!most!likely!
“on!a!smaller! scale!and!more! fragile! than!one!would!wish”! (Brown,!2013:502).! ! In! such!strategy,!power! is!
employed! to! push! agendas,! and! any! focal! position! is! regularly! contested.! SelfQgovernance! compliance!
processes! further! carry! risks! of! games! played! by! the! industry! to! minimise! regulatory! scrutiny! and! limit!





the! alleged! standardisation! of! the! terminology! through! the! PRI! initiative,! the! concept! is! associated! with!
multiple!meanings!and!goals,!which!“actually!represent!a!number!of!different!and!distinguishable!concepts”!
(Woods!and!Urwin,!2010:3).!The!conceptual!ambiguities!are!blurring!both! the!outcome!and! the! transition!
process!(de!Caluwé!and!Vermaak,!2004).!!
!


















In! the! context! of! urgency,! selfQregulation!mechanisms!must! therefore! be! complemented! by! a! regulatory!
intervention! aiming! at! clarifying! the! concept! of! RI! in! line! with! sustainability! knowledge,! objectives! and!
timeframes! and! reviewing! the! legal! framework! surrounding! fiduciary!duty! to! align! industry! practices!with!
societal!goals! (Woods!and!Urwin,!2010;!Richardson,!2011).! Institutional!strategies!need!to!take!a! firm!and!
consistent! stance! in! support! of! the! sustainability! imperative.! Vague! references! to! a! poorly! defined!
sustainability!idea!or!a!mention!of!the!need!to!consider!ESG!in!investment!processes!are!not!enough.!Whilst!
the! law! cannot! stand! alone! to! prescribe! behavioural! change,! it! can! clear! obstacles! and! lay! the! founding!
principles!from!which!companies,!investors!and!service!providers!can!reassess!their!assumptions,!intentions!
and! practices! (de! Caluwé! and! Vermaak,! 2004).! Legal! systems! can! act! to! translate! societal! values! into!
operational!and!governance! frameworks! (Woods!and!Urwin,!2010;!Richardson!and!Cragg,!2010).!Empirical!
research! confirms! that:! “if!we!wish! to!encourage!and!continue! the! trend! towards! corporate! sustainability!
there! is! a! need! for! regulatory! guidance!on! the! governance!of! sustainability! to! improve!both!practice! and!
reporting!in!this!area”!(Klettner!et+al.,!2014:162).!Whilst!“complicated!and!often!hard!to!enforce!commandQ
andQcontrol! regulation”! might! not! be! advisable! and! is! likely! to! be! strongly! resisted,! the! regulatory!
environment! must! provide! clarity! on! the! overarching! sustainability! goal! to! encourage! reﬂections! around!
ethics!and!shed!light!on!the!allocation!of!responsibilities!amongst!the!various!economic!actors!(Richardson,!
2011:637).!This! is! consistent!with! suggestions! from!reﬂexive! law! theorists,! such!as!Gunther!Teubner,!who!






and! instead! seek! to! promote! an! embedded! approach,! where! “the! interests,! identities,! values! and!
assumptions”!at!the!heart!of!any!financial!entity!are!consistent!with!a!sustainable!economy!(Thornton!et+al.,!
2012;!Klettner!et+al.,!2014;!Slawinski!et+al.,!2015:11).!Regulatory!clarity!can!provide!financial!firms!with!the!
means! to! effectively! incorporate!both!mandatory! rules! and! voluntary! commitments! into! their! investment!
framework! and! can! further! clarify! responsibilities! across! the! various! actors! of! the! financial! sector!
(Richardson,! 2009a;!Wen,! 2009;!Woods! ad!Urwin,! 2010).! As! suggested! by!Woods! and!Urwin,! if! based! on!







Reflecting! on! the! transition! implications,! it! appears! that! the! process! of! change!must! take! place! at!many!
levels!at!the!same!time!(de!Caluwé!and!Vermaak,!2004).!Assumptions,!theories!and!practices!need!to!evolve!
to! support! the!objective!of! a! sustainable!economy.!However,!overcoming! the!present! status!quo! calls! for!




The! aim! of! the! conceptual! ‘process’! framework! was! to! gain! an! understanding! of! the! dynamic! influences!
affecting!the!concept!and!the!agency!of!RI.!In!order!to!achieve!this,!the!study!investigated!global!trends!in!RI!
and! assessed! the! level! of! change! in! the! investment! industry,! thereby! highlighting! that! RI! falls! short! of!
generating!transformative!action.!Taking!the!research!to!a!higher! level!of!abstraction,!the!framework!then!
investigated!and!conceptualised! the!causal! relationships!affecting! the!agency!and! the!evolution!of!RI!over!
time.! This! allowed! the! formulation! of! a! dynamic! hypothesis! explaining! change! processes! and! how! these!






RI,! in! its! current! implementation,! is! unable! to! shift! investment! practices! in! time! to! support! a!
sustainable!economy.!The!dynamics!of!change!are!too!slow!relative!to!the!time!horizon!to!generate!
meaningful! transformation.! The! intentions! embedded! in! the!market!mechanisms! impede! learning!
and!slow!down!progress!towards!RI.!The!mental!models,!theories!and!operational!practices!are!still!
dominated! by! the! notion! of! shareholder! value,! which! underpins! the! behaviour! of! financial!
organisations,! acts! as! a! lens! through!which!RI! is! interpreted!and!perpetuates!expectations.! In! this!






is! running!out.!While!some!entities!have!engaged!proactively!and!meaningfully! in!RI,!many!have!not;! they!
have!continued!to!invest!unsustainably!and!have!failed!to!reflect!upon!the!values!and!narratives!at!the!heart!
their! practices.! By! focusing! on! the! dynamic! and! temporal! dimension! of! RI,! this! perspective! aims! to!
















The! conceptual! framework! has!made! clear! that! the! institutional! environment! and! the! type! of! regulatory!
strategies! employed! play! an! essential! role! in! ensuring! progress! towards! RI.! South! Africa! is! particularly!
interesting! in! this! regard! as,! despite! having! a! leading! voluntary! and! regulatory! framework!with! regard! to!
corporate! sustainability! and! RI,! changes! in! investment! practices! amongst! institutional! investors! and! their!
service! providers! remain! slow! and! uneven,! especially! when! compared! to! their! European! and! American!
counterparts! (Eccles! et+ al.! 2007,! Herringer! et+ al.! 2009;! Viviers! et+ al.,! 2009;! Viviers! and! Firer,! 2013).!
Giamporcaro!and!Viviers!estimate!that!the!actual!size!of!the!RI!market!remains!quite!marginal! (2014:249).!




To! answer! my! research! question,! I! have! structured! my! analysis! as! a! threeQstep! process:! the! first! step!
provides!some!background!information!by!analysing!the!literature!with!regard!to!CRISA!and!the!evolution!of!
RI! in! South!Africa.! The! second! step! consists!of! assessing!CRISA’s!agency!based!on!current!public!disclosure!





















Ahee! and! Schulschenk,! 2013;! Steyn,! 2014;! Marx! and! MohammadaliQHaji,! 2014).! Recognised! as! an!
international! standard!of!best!practice,! the! latest!King! III!Code!unequivocally! states! that:! “Sustainability! is!
the!primary!moral!and!economic!imperative!of!the!21st!century!and!one!of!the!most!important!sources!of!
both! opportunities! and! risks! for! businesses”! (IoDSA,! 2009:11).! Corporate! sustainability! is! described! as!







The!principles! set!out! in! the!successive!King!Codes!of!Governance!Principles!were! further! institutionalised!
with! amendments! to! Regulation! 28! of! the! Pension! Funds! Act! 24/1956! in! 2011.! Following! the!
recommendations! made! by! the! World! Economic! Forum! (2005:10)! and! the! Freshﬁelds! report! (UNEPFI,!
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that:!“Prudent!investing!should!give!appropriate!consideration!to!any!factors!which!may!materially!affect!the!




Regulation28! and! guide! institutional! investors! and! their! service! providers! towards! RI! practices! (IoDSA,!




Directors! in! Southern! Africa! (IoDSA),! CRISA! is! endorsed! by! the! Principal! Officers! Association! (POA),! the!
Association! for! Savings! and! Investment! South! Africa! (ASISA),! the! Financial! Services! Board! (FSB)! and! the!
Johannesburg! Stock! Exchange! (JSE).! Formalising! South! Africa’s! approach! to! RI,! the! launch! of! CRISA!made!
South!Africa! the! second!country! in! the!world,!after! the!UK,! to! formally!encourage!RI.!As!expressed! in! the!
‘Purpose’! of! CRISA,! “Read! together,! the! King! Code! and! CRISA! provide! a! framework! that! relates! to! the!





public! disclosure! of! policies! and! practices! (IoDSA,! 2011).! A! voluntary! approach! is! used! to! encourage! all!
entities! to! implement! the! prescribed! principles! on! a! ‘apply! or! explain’! basis! and! encourage! best! practice!
conduct! by! shareholders! and! service! providers! (IoDSA,! 2011).!
Market! forces! are! expected! to! encourage! selfQregulation.! Whilst!
CRISA! applies! directly! to! the! institutional! investor! as! the! asset!
owner! who! has! fiduciary! duties! towards! ultimate! benefices,! “it! is!
intended! that! the! principles! and! practice! recommendations!
contained! in!CRISA!also!apply! to!service!providers!and!the!manner!
in!which!they!execute!their!mandates!(IoDSA,!2011:7).!However,!it!is!
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Unlike! its! global! counterpart! the! PRI,! and! contrary! to! what! has! been! mentioned! in! previous! academic!
research! (Giamporcaro! and! Viviers,! 2014:244,! African! Investing! For! Impact! Barometer,! 2014:2),! an! entity!
does! not! sign! up! to! become! a! ‘CRISA! signatory’.! All! institutional! investors! and! their! service! providers!










from! governmental! actors.! Participating! entities! recognise! the! benefits! of! acting! collectively,! thereby!
leveraging! their! financial! power! to! change! corporate! behaviour! for! the! longQterm!benefit! of! the! industry.!





the! longQterm!be! in! the! interest! of! ultimate! beneficiaries! as! part! of! the! delivery! of! superior! riskQadjusted!
returns! on! investment! that! has! been! done! cognisant! of! the! environmental! and! socioQeconomic! context”!
(IoDSA,!2011:7).!CRISA!further!provides!a!definition!of!sustainability,!in!line!with!the!latest!King!III!Code.!As!
such,! CRISA’s! definition! of! sustainability! states:! “In! order! to! avoid! any! misunderstanding! in! CRISA,! the!
terminology!“sustainability”!and!“ESG”!are!used! in!order!to! indicate!an!understanding!of!governance! in! its!
wider! sense,! encompassing! behaviour! that! supports! sustainable! development.! Sustainability! means! the!
ability!of!a!company!to!meet!existing!needs!without!compromising!the!ability!of!future!generations!to!meet!
their!needs.!Sustainability!includes!managing!the!impact!that!business!has!on!the!life!of!the!community,!the!
broader! economy! and! the! natural! environment! in!which! it! operates.! It! also! includes! the! reverse,! namely!
considering! the! effect! that! society,! the! economy! and! the! environment! have! on! business! strategy.!
Sustainability!includes!economic!and!ESG!considerations”!(IoDSA,!2011:7).!!
!




and!Viviers,! 2014).! This! leading! regulatory! and! voluntary! framework! provides! both! a! justification! and! the!
means!–!through!integrated!reporting!and!appropriate!disclosure!Q!to!promote!industry!best!practices!with!
regard! to! corporate! sustainability! (van! der! Ahee! and! Schulschenk,! 2013;! Steyn,! 2014;! Marx! and!
MohammadaliQHaji,! 2014).! Given! that! the! pension! industry! represents! about! half! of! all! assets! under!
management!and!that!the!amended!Regulation28!mandates!this!industry!to!consider!RI,!the!joint!regulatory!
and! voluntary! framework! has! the! potential! to! rapidly! exert! a! substantial! pressure! on! the! flow! of! local!
investments! (Giamporcaro,! 2014).! As! reported! by! Viviers! and! Firer! (2013:219),! if! certain! institutional!




Although! the! institutionalisation! of! RI! as! a! recommended! investment! approach! was! formalised! in! South!
Africa!with! the! amendment! to!Regulation!28! and! the!publication!of!CRISA,! the! local! RI! industry!has!been!




influence! shaping! RI! thereafter! can! be! attributed! to! the! strong! developmental! and! transformative!
investment!agenda!of! the!postQapartheid!government.!According! to!Viviers!et+al.,!Unity! Incorporation!was!
one!of!the!first!RI!investor!in!South!Africa!(2009).!CoQfounded!in!June!1992!by!labour!unions,!this!investment!
group! used! their! pension! funds! to! raise! awareness! around! labour! issues! in! the! companies! in!which! they!
invested.!After!the!first!democratic!election!of!1994,!the!Reconstruction!and!Development!Programme!(RDP)!
strongly! influenced!the!establishment!of!funds!supporting! infrastructure! improvement!and!Black!Economic!
Empowerment!(BEE)!(Viviers!et+al.,!2009;!27four,!2015).!To!date,!this!historical!context!continues!to!have!a!
major!effect!on!the!understanding!and!definition!of!RI!is!South!Africa!and!a!certain!level!of!confusion!persists!
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The! historical! context! is! also! held! partly! responsible! for! the! significantly! smaller! attention! given! to!
environmental! concerns! in! the! South! African! RI! landscape.! As! such,! Giamporcaro! and! Pretorius! confirm!
findings!by!Eccles!et+al.!advancing!that!institutional!demand–!whilst!generally!very!low!in!South!Africa!for!RI!
product!and!strategies!Q!“is!almost!nonQexistent!for!environmental!driven!approaches”!(Eccles!et+al.,!2012;!
Giamporcaro! and! Pretorius,! 2012:14).! This! situation! reflects! a! very! different! reality! and! state! of! concerns!
compared! to! the! European! and!American!RI!market,!whose! reasonably! high! growth! rates! could!be!partly!
credited!for!the!considerable!demand!for!environmental!themed!funds!(Giamporcaro!and!Pretorius,!2012:2).!
Giamporcaro! and! Pretorius! further! argue! that! until! the! more! pressing! developmental! problems! are!
addressed,! environmental! issues! are! likely! to! be! perceived! as! incidental! (2012:1;! Viviers,! 2014).! It! is! yet!
unclear!how!the!growing!global!concerns!around!environmental!sustainability!and!climate!change!are!going!
to! influence! local! political,! corporate! and! financial! leaders! and! guide! the! choice! of! development! path! for!
South!Africa!(Giamporcaro!and!Pretorius,!2012:15).!!
!





a! range!of! ESG! criteria.!Whilst! any! entity! listed!on! the! JSE!All! Share! index! is! eligible,! a!minimum! score! in!
terms!of! relative!environmental,! social! and!governance!performance! is! required! to!be! included! in! the! SRI!
index.! Companies! are! rated! according! to! their! category! of! activities! and!measured! relative! to! their! own!







products! (2014).! They! explain:! “What! was! previously! referred! to! as! ’BEE! funds’! or! ‘infrastructure! funds’!




Index! a! predominant! assessment! tool! for! the! local! fund! managers.! As! such,! its! structure! and! operating!
criteria! are! likely! to! affect! the! practical! reality! of! RI! in! South! Africa.! Whilst! JSE’s! SRI! Index! has! been! a!
welcome!initiative!and! is!steadily!growing,!the!easy!criteria!for! inclusion!and!the! lack!of!transparency!puts!
the!index!at!risk!of!being!used!as!a!marketing!tool!rather!than!a!real!sustainability!assessment!and!tracking!
instrument! (Wen!2009;!Richardson!2009).! In! this! respect,! it! is!worthwhile! to!note! that! in!2012,!21%!of!all!
companies!listed!on!the!JSE!were!included!in!the!JSE!SRI!index!(Viviers,!2014).!!
!
Global! forces! have! also! modelled! the! local! understanding! and! implementation! of! RI.! Research! by! local!
experts!identify!the!PRI!initiative,!Islamic!finance!and!Impact!investing!as!three!primary!influences!(Eccles!et+
al.,! 2007;! Herringer! et+ al.,! 2009;! Viviers! et+ al.,! 2009;! Viviers,! 2014;! Giamporcaro! and! Viviers,! 2014).! The!
launch!of! the!PRI! initiative! in!2006!and! the! subsequent! creation!of! a!PRI!network! in! South!Africa! in!2009!
contributed! to! a! significant! rise! in! awareness! around! RI! principles! and! the! business! case! for! RI! strategies!
(Crotty,! 2011).! The! largest!pension! fund! in! South!Africa,! the!Government! Employee!Pension! Fund! (GEPF),!
became!a!PRI!signatory!in!2007!and!led!numerous!local!asset!managers!to!join!the!PRI!network!in!the!hope!
of!winning! investment!mandate!with! the!GEPF! (Crotty,! 2011;! Giamporcaro! and! Viviers,! 2014).! Under! the!
leadership! of! the!GEPF,! the! PRI! initiative! guided! the! vision! and! vocabulary! at! the! heart! of! CRISA! and! the!
amended! Regulation28,! promoting! the! consideration! of! ESG! to! improve! longQterm! financial! returns! and!
aligning!fiduciary!duty!interpretation!with!the!Freshfields!report!(UNEPFI,!2005).!!
!
Another! global! trend,! the!worldwide! growth! in! Islamic! financing,!was!met! in! South! Africa! by! a! small! but!
strong!Muslim!community!and!led!the!JSE!to!launch!two!Shari’ah!indices!in!2008!(Patel,!2012).!Whilst!most!
Shari’ah!funds!in!South!Africa!(76.8%)!do!not!make!public!the!investment!criteria!they!used,!it!is!understood!
that! they! are! following! Islamic! laws! (Viviers,! 2014:747).! As! such,! Shari’ah! funds! generally! exclude!
“companies!associated!with!alcohol,!gambling,!pornography,!nonQHalaal!foodstuffs!(such!as!pork),!tobacco,!
firearms,!weapons!and!entertainment”!(Herringer!et+al.,!2009:13).!Shari’ah!funds!also!generally!exclude!from!
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Finally,!academic!research!also!mentions!the!rise!in!impact!investing!(sometimes!referred!to!as!targeted!or!
causedQbased! investing)! as! shaping! the! local! RI! market! (Herringer! et+ al.,! 2009;! Viviers! et+ al.,! 2009;!
Giamporcaro!and!Viviers,!2014;!Viviers,!2014).!Impact!investing!has!been!described!as!proactively!investing!
in! unlisted! securities,! particularly! in! emerging! markets,! in! order! to! create! a! positive! social! impact!
(Giamporcaro! and! Viviers,! 2014:248).! According! to! the! latest! African! Investing! For! Impact! Barometer!
published! in! 2014,! impact! investing! represents! 16%! of! assets! under! management! in! the! South! African!
private!equity!space!(R29bn).!Viviers!further!points!out!that!“almost!half!of!all!active!funds! in!South!Africa!
(48.5%)! employ! an! impact! investing! strategy”! (2014:749).! Besides! the! growing! interest! showed! by! the!
private! equity! market! for! enterprise! development,! Viviers! ascribes! the! rise! of! impact! investing! in! South!
Africa!to!the!country’s!unique!historical!context!and!the!desire!amongst!the!investment!industry!“to!address!
the!imbalances!of!the!past!and!contribute!to!socioQeconomic!growth!in!the!country”!(2014:749).!Again,!the!
focus! is! strongly! on! social! and! developmental! themes,! even! though! this! sector! is! likely! to! lead! to! an!
increased! support! for! environmental! projects! (Giamporcaro,! 2014;! Viviers,! 2014).! ! However,! it! is! also!
important! to!note! that! impact! investing! is!mainly!used! in! the!private!equity! sector.! Institutional! investors!
and!asset!managers!have!only!made!a!very!limited!use!of!this!strategy!(estimated!1%),!and!their!operating!
principles!sometimes!limit!their!ability!to!do!so!(African!Investing!For!Impact!Barometer,!2014;!Giamporcaro!







SRI! institutional! field”! (2014:255).!Whilst! the!convergence!of! local!and!global! influences! is! to!be!expected,!
especially!in!an!emerging!economy,!the!specific!and!ever!changing!RI!landscape!in!South!Africa!renders!the!
scoping!of!RI!–!and,! therefore,! its!measurement! Q!extremely!difficult.!Blurring!even! further! the! lines!of!an!
already! ‘radically! confused’! concept! (Gallie,! 1955),! this! situation! raises! the! question! of! legitimacy! and!
accepted!scope!of!RI!in!South!Africa.!!
!
In! this!context,! recent!academic!research! findings!regarding!the!size!of! the!market!and!main!practices!are!
confusing!and!appear!to!contradict!each!other.!Giamporcaro!and!Viviers!have!recently!advanced!that!the!RI!
market! in! South! Africa! is! “indeed! very! marginal! compared! to! mainstream! investments”! (2014:250),!
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confirming! earlier! findings! by! Eccles! et+ al.! (2007),! Viviers,! et+ al.! (2009),! Herringer! et+ al.! (2009)! and!
Giamporcaro!and!Pretorius! (2012).!However,! the!African! Investing!For! Impact!Barometer!reports! that!RI! is!
becoming! a! “significant! part! of! the! South! African! investment! industry”! (African! Investing! For! Impact!
Barometer,! 2014:1).! The! African! Investing! For! Impact! Barometer! estimates! the! percentage! of! money!
committed!to!RI!by!the!asset!management!industry!at!ZAR!514!Billion!(2014).!According!to!the!same!report,!
28!asset!managers!(AM)!hold!a!combined!132!funds!classified!as!RI!or!Shari’ah!funds.!Notwithstanding,!the!
report!offers!a!confusing! image!of! the!RI! landscape.!On!one!hand! it! states! that!out!of! the!ZAR!514!Billion!
committed!to!RI,!86%!of!funds!describe!their!strategy!as! ‘traditional! investing’!and!only!13%!describe!it!as!
‘responsible!investing’!(the!remaining!1%!described!it!as!‘Impact!investing’).!On!the!other!hand,!the!report!
advances! that! 98%! of! the! RI! asset!manager’s! funds! (estimated! at! ZAR! 514! Billion)! are! reported! to! invest!







practices! (African! Investing! For! Impact! Barometer,! 2014:2).! Whilst! funds! might! declare! to! adopt! an! RI!
approach!to!their!practices,!only!few!provide!details!on!the!specific!strategies!and!criteria!employed!(Viviers,!
2014).!Viviers,! therefore,! reports:!“Although! infrastructure!development! is! the!most! frequently!mentioned!
consideration,! almost! half! of! these! funds! do! not! specify! the! nature! of! the! investment!which! they! target”!
(2014:751).! With! regard! to! environmental! criteria,! most! funds! (67%)! making! mention! of! environmental!
concerns!“merely!evaluate!companies!based!on!‘sound’!environmental!practices”!without!providing!details!




Notwithstanding,!another!challenge!holding!back!RI! in!South!Africa!has!been! identified!as! the! shortage!of!
skills! with! regard! to! ESG! knowledge! in! the! industry.! Herringer! et+ al.! pointed! out! that:! “insufficient! and!
inadequate!human!capital!and!skills”!were!a!major!challenge!for!the!development!of!RI!(2009).!The!lack!of!
skills! affects! asset! managers! in! their! ability! to! integrate! ESG! consideration! in! their! investment! analysis!
(Herringer! et+ al.,! 2009).! In! this! context! and! to! further! provide! for! the! limited! availability! of! independent!
research! and! ESG! data,! 25%! of! RI! funds! just! mimic! the! composition! of! the! JSE! SRI! index.! The! lack! of!




making!the!education!of! trustees!a!priority! for! the! industry.!As!such,! the!Sustainable!Returns! for!Pensions!
and!Society! initiative,!a!partnership!between!the!Principal!Officers!Association!(POA)!and!the! International!
Finance! Corporation! (IFC),! launched! in! 2013! a! Responsible! Investment! and! Ownership! Guide! for! Pension!
Funds!in!South!Africa.!The!guide!offers!a!stepQbyQstep!plan!to!facilitate!the!implementation!of!RI!strategies!




market! are!worth!noting.! First,! Viviers! advances! that!no!RI! funds! in! South!Africa!have! selected!a! ‘bestQinQ
sector’!approach!(2014).!This!is!noteworthy!as!such!a!strategy,!combining!positive!and!negative!screens,!has!
been!perceived!as!specifically!well!adapted!to!a!developing!economy!(Baue,!2002!cited!in!Viviers,!2014:740)!
and!having! a! potential! to! yield! high! returns!within! a! limited! investment! universe! (Statman! and!Glushkov,!
2009! cited! in! Viviers! 2014:750).! This! contrasts!with! the! situation! in! Europe,!where! this! strategy! is!widely!
adopted! (EUROSIF,! 2010).! The! second! characteristic! is! the! emergence! of! shareholder! activism! and!






From! the! information! above,! it! appears! that! academic! studies! provide! an! emerging! but! still! incomplete!
picture!of!the!RI!trend!in!South!Africa.!The!‘glocalised’!RI!concept! is!still!searching!for!a!common!accepted!
definition,!and! its! reach! in!the!South!African! investment!market!appears!both!rudimentary!and!difficult! to!
measure.! In! this! context,! the! intention! is! that! CRISA! and! its! supporting! regulatory! framework!will! drive! a!
more!formalised!and!substantial!approach!to!RI.!!!
4.3 Assessing!CRISA’s!agency!
Having! contextualised! the! emergence! of! CRISA! and! provided! some! background! on! the! RI! industry,! the!
second!step!of!my!analysis!focused!on!evaluating!CRISA’s!agency!on!the!South!African!investment!market!by!
reviewing!publicly!disclosed!information.!The!analysis!aimed!at!quantifying!and!qualifying!progress!towards!
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• A! sustainability! policy! –! explaining! how! sustainability! considerations! are! incorporated! into!
investment!decisionQmaking!processes;!
• An! ownership! policy! –! describing! how! ownership! responsibilities! are! fulfilled! (including! proxy!
voting);!and!!
• A! conflict! of! interest! policy! –! pertaining! to! how! conflicts! of! interests! are! identified,! prevented! or!
managed.!!
!
The! study! revealed! that! in! 2015,! just! under! 50%! of! all! entities! surveyed! publish! some! information! with!
regard! to! the! three! recommended!policies.! This! is! considerable! as! it! represents! nearly! 10%!more! than! in!
2013!–!where!40%!institutions!published!some!elements!of!the!recommended!policies.!However,!as!can!be!
seen! in! Figure! 15,! this! average! number! hides!major! differences! between! categories! of! institutions.! As! in!
2013,! the! most! compliant! institutions! are! large! financial! institutions! and! asset! managers.! Pension! funds!
perform!poorly!and!asset!consultants!do!not!offer!any!form!of!disclosure.!!






As! showed! in! Figure! 16,! improvements! in! the! last! three! years! can! be!mainly! attributed! to! large! financial!
institutions! (avg.! 22%! increase)! and! asset! managers! (avg.! 12%.! increase).! These! entities! were! already!
performing!better!than!average!in!2013!and!have!therefore!continued!to!improve!on!their!disclosure!levels.!
Changes!have!not!been!significant!in!the!pension!fund!sector!(avg.!2%)!and!completely!absent!amongst!asset!









The! framework! further! prescribes! some! minimum! disclosure! requirements! with! regard! to! investment!
mandates,!when!the!investment!activities!and!decisions!of!institutional!investors!are!delegated!to!a!service!




































results! is! rather!encouraging.!Point!1!of!Figure!19! indicates! that!40%!of! institutional! investors!and!service!
providers! disclose! their! voting! results,! the!majority! directly! on! their!website! and! about! 5%! in! the! annual!
report.! This! is! slightly! better! than! in! 2013! (4%! on! average).! However,! information! is! often! limited! to! a!
summary,!and!only!25%!to!30%!of!institutions!provide!per!resolution!details!or!explanations.!!
!




















to! what! extent! it! applies! this! Code”! (IoDSA,! 2011).! This! disclosure! should! be! provided! in! the! integrated!
annual! report! or! in! the! responsible! investment! report! of! the! institutional! investor! or! its! service!providers!
(IoDSA,!2013a).!
!










Large! financial! institutions! and! asset!managers! account! for!most! of! the! disclosures.! Only! 30%! of! pension!
funds!provide!a!general!description!of!their!approach!to!CRSA’s!implementation!in!their!annual!report!and,!




of! compliance! with! CRISA’s! disclosure! framework.! However,! whilst! these! findings! are! encouraging,! the!
assessment! also! revealed! varying! practices! and! levels! of! accountability! across! types! and! categories! of!
institutions.! Large! financial! institutions! and! asset! managers! have! made! the! most! significant! progress.!
Pension! funds! are! still! generally! lagging! behind! the! trend,! making! nonetheless! some! nonQnegligible!
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improvements! to! their! disclosures! (especially! when! AUM! are! considered).! Asset! consultants! made! no!
progress!in!their!overall!disclosure!level!during!the!considered!period.!!
!
It! is! important! to! note! that! improvements! to! disclosures! between! 2013! and! 2015!mostly! came! from! the!
same! entities.! Organisations! that! already! provided! some! level! of! disclosure! in! 2013! have! broadened! the!
scope!of!their!disclosure!in!2014!and!2015.!In!this!context,!some!institutions!are!emerging!as!RI!leaders.!RI!
features!as!an! integral!part!of! their!positioning!and!disclosures!are!easily!accessible.!However,! there!were!
very!few!‘newcomers’!to!the!disclosure!trend.!More!precisely,!there!were!20!entities!providing!some!form!of!







strategies! remain! limited,!especially! in! the!pension! fund! sector.! It! is! important! to! remember! that! it! is! the!
mandate! between! the! asset! owner! and! the! asset! manager! that! determines! the! integration! of! RI! in!




Amongst+ Institutional+ Investors+ (Asset+Owners),+ the+percentage+disclosing+ information+ is+ probably+ not+ bigger+ (no+
new+ websites).+ However,+ most+ of+ them+ use+ Asset+ Managers+ as+ administrators.+ These+ generally+ provide+ good+
disclosure.+ The+ key+ is+ in+ the+mandate+ and+ in+ the+ advisory+ role.+ Unfortunately+ information+ on+ control+ structures+
remain+limited+
++
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how! the!high! level! of! disclosure! affects! the! governance!and! implementation!of! awarded!mandates.!Asset!
managers! do!not! drive! the!process! of! RI! integration;! they! can!only! position! themselves!with! the! relevant!
skills! and! capabilities.! The! determining! factor! is! asset! owners! allocating! capital! to! RI! strategies.! As! asset!
managers!do!not!disclose!publicly!whose!assets!they!manage!and!which!mandates!they!have!been!awarded,!
it! is! unclear! how! much! of! the! AUM! are! managed! according! to! RI.! Should! the! mandate! not! specifically!
prescribe! an! RI! strategy,! funds! are! likely! to! be! managed! according! to! traditional! investment! objectives,!
irrespective!of!what!the!asset!manager’s!website!advertises.!!
4.3.2 Quality$of$information$and$depth$of$RI$integration$
To! gain! insights! on! how! RI! approaches! have! been! integrated! into! investment! strategies,! the! quantitative!
evaluation!was!complemented!by!an!analysis!of!the!quality!of!the!documents!provided!by!disclosing!entities.!
The!following!section!highlights!significant!characteristics!concerning!the!information!disclosed,!namely:!(1)!
a! great! diversity! in! the! disclosure! quality,! (2)! the! poor! comparability! of! data,! and! (3)! the! general! lack! of!
transparency!and!a!diversity!of!approaches.!!$
4.3.2.1 Diversity+in+the+disclosure+quality++
For! the! purpose! of! the! research,! disclosures! were! categorised! and! interpreted! as! either! ‘strategic’,!
‘compliant’,! ‘incomplete’!or!not!available.!Strategic!means! that! the! information!provided! is! seen!as! in! line!
with! the! guidelines! and! expectations! set! by! CRISA.! The! information! offered! communicates! that! an! RI!
approach!is!integrated!at!a!strategic!operational!level.!Disclosures!are!comprehensive!and!broadly!covered.!
Compliant! reflects! a! ‘tickQinQbox’! attitude! where! basic! information! is! provided! in! a! way! that! does! not!
demonstrate!a!commitment!to!RI!strategies.!In!this!instance,!the!emphasis!of!the!RI!approach!is!on!ensuring!
the! ‘financial! sustainability’! of! the! entity! itself! and! no! intention! of! changes! to! investment! practices! are!
indicated.! Incomplete+ indicates! cases! for!which! only! partial! and! extremely! limited! information!was!made!





categorised! as! strategic,! 13%! as! compliant,! 11%! as! incomplete,! whilst! 53%! of! surveyed! entities! did! not!
provide!information.!This!means!that!out!of!the!47%!of!entities!disclosing!on!their!policies,!about!half!seem!
to!integrate!RI!at!a!strategic!operational!level,!a!little!more!than!a!quarter!applied!a!‘minimum!compliance’!
approach! and! the! remaining! quarter! indicated! an! acknowledgement! but! no! commitment! to! RI.! The!











only! about! half! of! information! disclosed! is! considered! qualitatively! in! line! with! CRISA’s! guidelines.!
Furthermore,!the!general!average!hides!significant!differences!amongst!categories.!As!such,!asset!managers!
generally! provide! the! most! comprehensive! information,! closely! followed! by! large! financial! institutions.!
Pension! funds! lag! far! behind! and! information! disclosed! by! asset! consultants! is! either! nonQexistent! or!
incomplete.!Relative!category!performances!for!2015!are!unchanged!compared!to!2013!findings.!!
!
The! study! revealed! that! disclosures! generally! lack! depth.! Shortcomings! are! specifically! felt! regarding!
monitoring! and! control! structures! in! place! to! ensure! the! adequate! implementation! of! RI! strategies.!
Limitations!also!appear!strongly!when!it!comes!to!providing!details!on!how!each!principle!is!applied!or!not,!
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4.3.2.2 Poor+comparability+of+data+
The! assessment! was! rendered! difficult! by! language,! content! and! format! inconsistencies.! The! situation! is!
similar!to!what!was!observed!in!2013.!!
!
Terms! such! as! ‘responsible’,! ‘ethical’! or! ‘sustainable’! are! used! with! various! intentions! and! meaning.! RI!
generally! features!amongst!other! ‘sustainability‘! issues!and! is!often!confused!with! the!direct!ecological!or!
social! impact! of! organisations.! As! such,! some! investors! position! themselves! as! ‘responsible’! because! they!
follow! the! Global! Reporting! Initiative! (GRI)! guidelines! and! disclosure! their! direct! carbon! footprint! or! the!
paper!and!water!consumption!of!their!offices.!Others!mention!funding!a!selection!of!community!projects!or!
allocating!funds!to!a!foundation!as!‘investing!responsibly’.!Some!indicate!their!inclusion!in!the!JSE!SRI!index!
or! their! fight! against! corruption! as! a!measure! of! their! responsible! approach! to! business! and! investment!
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of!CRISA!implementation’.!All!other!disclosing!entities!provided!incomplete! information!amalgamated!with!
other! issues!or!achievements! in! their! sustainability!or! integrated! reports.!Except! for!one!pension! fund,!no!


















Only! two! institutions! were! found! to! use! CRISA’s! definitions! of! sustainability! and! RI.! All! other! disclosing!
entities!either!did!not!provide!a!definition!or!developed!their!own!version!of!the!concepts.!As!such,!several!
disclosing!entities!used!the!word!‘sustainability’!to!mean!the!longQterm!financial!performance!and!viability!of!
their!organisation.! In! this! context,! it!was!difficult! to! compare! the!RI! investment!universe!used!by!entities.!
Despite! CRISA’s! efforts! to! formalisation! definition! and! concepts,! little! change! has! been! observed! in! the!
market!and!the!situation!remains!similar!to!what!Herringer!et+al.!detailed!in!2009.!!
!
Furthermore,!disclosed!proxyQvoting! results! indicated! that! the! integration!of!ESG! factors! is!most!generally!
limited! to! Governance! (G)! related! issues.! There! are! only! few! reported! resolutions! or! votes! on! social! (S)!
factors! and! even! less! on! environmental! (E)! factors.! Only! three! entities! were! found! to! make! a! public!
reference!to!climate!change!either!on!their!website!or!in!their!sustainability!report.!This!is!in!line!with!earlier!
findings!by!Giamporcaro!and!Pretorius!(2009)!and!more!recent!research!by!Viviers!(2014).!!





Corporate! Social! Responsibility! (CSR),! BQBBEE! funding,! and! Shari’ah! investments.! One! can! only! assume! –!
without!a!clear!statement!or!any!details!Q!that!the!different!concepts!all!form!part!of!RI.!Only!three!entities!






The!analysis!of!RI!related!disclosures!revealed!that!CRISA’s! influence! is! inconsistent!across! institutions!and!
generally! lacks! depth.! While! disclosure! trends! appear! at! first! encouraging,! they! mask! major! differences!
between! entities! and! hide! issues! with! regard! the! quality,! consistency,! comparability! and! reliability! of!
information! disclosed.! Approaches! to! RI! are! generally! unclear! and! discretionary.! The! lack! of! standardised!
practices!leaves!too!much!room!for!interpretation!and!status!quo.!In!this!context,!it! is!unclear!how!market!
forces! are! expected! to! drive! accountability! in! the! investment! market! and! if! CRISA,! together! with! its!
supporting!regulatory!framework,!are!effectively!driving!a!more!formalised!and!substantial!approach!to!RI.!!
!









that!was!presented! to! industry!professionals! to!discuss!RI! trends! in! the!South!African!market!and! identify!
drivers! and! barriers! to! RI! progress! in! South! Africa.! The! feedback! was! gathered! through! semiQstructured!
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interviews!and!expert! reviews!whilst!additional! information!was!generated!from!personal!observations,!as!















of! RI.!Most! of! these! organisations! were! instrumental! in! the! development! of! CRISA! and! are! now! actively!
involved!in!promoting!the!acceptance!of!its!principles.!!
!
One! of! the! entities! fulfilling! this! function! is! the! Government! Employee! Pension! Fund! (GEPF).! The! largest!
pension!fund! in!Africa!with!close!to!1.6!trillion!assets!under!management!as!of!March!2014,!the!GEPF!has!
been! leading! by! example,! implementing! an! integrated! approach! to! active! ownership! and! promoting! RI!
practices!across!the!industry.!The!first!South!African!asset!owner!to!be!a!PRI!signatory!and!also!a!founding!
member!of! the!CRISA!Committee,! the!GEPF!actively! integrates!ESG!concerns! into! investment!analysis!as!a!
way! to!manage! and! preserve! the! long! term! value! of! its! investment,! in! line! with! its! fiduciary! obligations!
towards! members! and! CRISA’s! guidelines.! To! achieve! this,! the! GEPF! has! established! an! ESG! Working!
Committee! with! its! main! asset! manager,! the! Public! Investment! Corporation! (PIC)! to! coordinate! efforts:!
ensure! alignment! of! voting! positions,! decide! on! engagement! strategies! and! develop! ESG! assessment!
instruments.! As! such,! a! joint! venture!was! established!with! Stellenbosch!University’s! Centre! for! Corporate!
Governance!in!Africa!to!develop!an!ESG!assessment!matrix,!which!guides!formal!and!informal!engagement!
strategy.!!




main! participant! in! industry! initiatives! aiming! at! mainstreaming! RI,! raising! awareness! of! ESG! issues! and!
providing! guidance!on! the! integration!of!RI! strategies.!A! leading! force!behind! the! Sustainable!Returns! for!
Pension! Funds! initiative! and! the! Emerging! Market! Disclosure! Project,! instrumental! in! bringing! a! PRI!
conference!to!South!Africa!in!2013,!the!GEPF!actively!participates!in!an!array!of!other!ESGQrelated!initiatives!
or! collaborations,! such! as! the! Carbon! Disclosure! Project,! the!Water! Disclosure! Project,! the! International!





This! finding!supports!Sethi’s!argument,! that! leading!organisations!“play!a!critical! role! in! (a)! identifying! the!
important!SRIQbased!attributes!on!which!data!should!be!collected,!and,! (b)! in!bringing!together! individuals!
and!groups,!notably!the!academic!community,!to!create!measures!by!which!such!data!should!be!collected!in!




spearheading! processes! of! change! and! championing! the! availability! of! disclosures.! The! language! of!
sustainability! is!often! foreign! to! financial!practitioners!and! their! immediate!considerations.!ESG!advocates!
thus!pioneer!the!cultural!shift!by!asking!key!questions!and!encouraging!a!debate!around!sustainability!issues.!
They! call! attention! to! the! fact! that! ESG! trends! must! be! factored! into! new! product! development! and!
challenge! investment!practices! to!consider!RI! strategies.!The! internal!processes!of!building!awareness!and!
capacity!are!often! slow!and!challenging.! Jon!Duncan,!Old!Mutual! Investment!Group‘s!Head!of!Sustainable!
Research!and!Engagement,!confirms!that!companyQwide!debates! take! time!and!cannot!be!dictated!or! fast!
tracked! (IoDSA,! 2013b).! However,! building! consensus! through! discussions! and! progressive! alignment!
appears! as! a! critical! step! for! organisations! to! come! to! terms! with! concepts! and! enable! the! future!
implementation! of! RI! strategies.! Individual! RI! leaders! play! a! critical! role! in! initiating! and! supporting! the!
process!of!capacity!building!by!feeding!data!at!all!levels!of!their!organisation!and!creating!strategic!internal!
networks!of!influence.!!







57%! of! surveyed! institutions! are! signatories! to! the! PRI.! This! is! illustrated! in! Figure! 22.! The! percentage! is!
boosted!by!the!high!number!of!asset!managers!and!asset!consultants!that!have!signed!the!PRI.!As!such,!from!
the! list! of! surveyed! institutions,! 86%! of! asset! managers! are! signatories! to! the! PRI,! and! 100%! of! asset!
consultants! are! PRI! signatories.! However,! only! 20%! of! surveyed! asset! owners! (pension! funds! or! large!








step!towards!further!thinking!and! integration!of!ESG!factors! into! investment!analysis.!For!RI! leaders! inside!
organisations,! the! formal! and! public! process! represented! by! the! signature! of! the! PRI! principles! preceded!
open! discussions! regarding! RI! and! disclosure! requirements.! The! selfQregulated! nature! of! the! disclosures!
recommendations! and! the! absence! of! sanctions! converged! to! make! it! relatively! easy! to! engage! in! the!
process.!This!is!in!line!with!previous!local!and!international!research!findings,!which!have!advanced!that!the!
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“nonQprescriptive!nature”!of!the!PRI!has!been!instrumental!in!its!success!(Richardson,!2009a;!Herringer!et!l.,!
2009:17).! It! is! important! to! note! that! signatories! to! the! PRI! do! not! need! to! have! an! RI! product! offering.!
Research!by!Giamporcaro!and!Viviers! (2014)! indicated! that! in!2012,!only!24!out!of! the!30!asset!managers!






and! implementation! CRISA.! The! notion! of! ‘riskQadjusted! performances’! is! inQline!with! broader! investment!
return!objectives!and,!unlike!ethical!considerations,!fits!with!the!language!of!the!industry.!“Accommodating!





pool!of! demand! for! ESG! research.!Over! the! last! few!years,! this! has!boosted! the! supply! and!availability!of!
both! local!and! international!ESG! themed! research.!Whilst! still! lagging!behind! requirements,! such! research!
puts!RI!into!context!and!increases!–!even!if!moderately!–!the!time!horizon!considered!by!analysts!and!fund!
managers.! By! shifting! the! type! of! data! that! must! be! taken! into! account,! ESG! research! encourages!
organisations! to! add! new! skills! to! their! operations! and! hire! a! new! generation! of! professionals! that! are!
familiar!with!both!financial!and!ESG!terminology.!Whilst!the!process!is!slow!and!operates!largely!within!an!
unchanged! analytical! framework,! most! respondents! felt! that! this! could! act! as! a! foundation! to! the!
normalisation!of!ESG!consideration!in!investment!processes!and!thus!to!the!mainstreaming!of!RI!practices.!!
4.4.1.3 Collaborating+for+capacity+building+
The! interviews! identified! that! access! to! information! and! building! internal! capacity!were! essential! starting!
points! to! facilitate! the! uptake! of! RI! practices! and! encourage! transparency! through! disclosures.! Industry!
players! need! to! access,! develop! and! integrate! new! knowledge! regarding! ESG! factors! before! they! can!
understand! how! these! affect! their! products! and/or! investment! activities.! Organisations! must! work! on!
internal!readiness!before!they!can!fully!engage!towards!RI!and!deepen!their!disclosures.!!
!
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In! this! context,! respondents!were! not! surprised! to! see! improvements! in! CRISA! disclosures! coming!mainly!
from!organisations!broadening!their!scope!of!disclosure!between!2013!and!2015!as!opposed!to!newcomers.!
As! organisations! progressively! build! capacity,! they! adapt! their! organisational! structures,! skills,! knowledge!
and!expectations!to!meet!the!RI!challenge.!Senior!management!develops!awareness!of!the!issues.!They!are!
more! supportive! and!more! perceptive! of! how!practices! and! behaviours! need! to! evolve.! In! one! particular!
case,!the!ESG!team!had!grown!in!three!years!from!one!person!to!a!team!of!four,!including!a!very!senior!and!
experienced! sustainability! executive.! The! team! was! publishing! a! quarterly! internal! newsletter,! thus!





With! similar! objectives! as! the! joint! venture! set! up! between! the! GEPF,! PIC! and! Stellenbosch! University’s!
Centre! for! Corporate! Governance! in! Africa,! other! organisations! are! now! collaborating! with! academic!
structures! such!as! the!University!of!Cape!Town!Graduate! School!of!Business! (UCT!GSB)!or! the!Cambridge!
Institute!for!Sustainability!in!the!UK.!By!doing!so,!these!organisations!are!ensuring!a!systemic!integration!of!
ESG!concerns!into!their!longQterm!strategies,!thereby!improving!their!assessment!capabilities!of!ESG!factors!
and! enabling! the! emergence! of! products! and! ideas! that! capture! or! address! sustainability! trends.! In! this!
context,! one! respondent! indicated! that! his! organisation! was! now! following! a! “Required! by! Science”!
transition!process,!whilst!modelling!and!benchmarking!progress.!!
!
Whilst! this!phenomenon! is!encouraging!and! indicates!a!deeper!engagement!with!RI,! it!also!sheds! light!on!
two! parallel! processes! taking! place! in! the! investment! market.! On! one! side,! a! core! group! of! leaders! are!
gradually! moving! ahead,! contributing! to! a! change! in! expectations! and! using! their! power! to! push! the! RI!







is! also! driving! progress.! RI! is! becoming! integral! to! the! investment! landscape.! Even!when! the! information!
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disclosed!is!incomplete!or!misleading,!the!widespread!use!of!the!terms!positions!RI!as!a!relevant!approach!to!
investment!practices.!The!competitive!pressure!to!conform!leads!to!progress!–! if!not! in!substance!–! in!the!




The! next! step! is! for! disclosure! on! RI! to! form! part! of! the! standard! due! diligence! processes! used! by! asset!
owners! to! select! asset! consultants! and! asset! managers.! RI! disclosures! and! practices! can! then! guide! the!
relationships!between!institutional!investors!and!their!service!providers.!If!today,!most!asset!owners!do!not!
yet!formally!monitor!the!reporting!of!policies,!voting!and!engagement!practices,!the!progressive!increase!in!
institutional! investors’!awareness!of!Regulation!28!and!its! implications! is! likely!to!accelerate!the!disclosure!







Whilst! the! emerging! trends! driving! acceptance! and! integration! of! RI! are! encouraging,! improvements! are!
constrained!by!several!factors.!The!analysis!identified!five!factors,!which!affect!negatively!progress!towards!








and!what! is! excluded! is! left! at! the! discretion! of! each! financial! institution,! and! the! final! beneficiary! is! left!
guessing.!Furthermore,!in!most!cases,!the!concept!of!RI!appears!unrelated!to!the!concept!of!sustainability,!






definitions! and! standards! drives! an! appearance! of! progress! towards! RI.! Moreover,! such! progress! is!




Africa.! However,! there! is! no! audit! regarding! how! these! funds! fit! within! or! are! compatible! with! other!
sustainability! objectives.! Certain! BQBBEE! projects! –! giving! priority! to! job! creation! –! could! be! highly!
controversial! from! an! environmental! perspective.! Yet,! they! might! be! positioned! or! counted! as! RI! funds.!
Giamporcaro!and!Viviers!have!mentioned!the!debate!around!shale!gas!fracking!in!the!Karoo!as!an!example!
of!the!ambivalence!of!RI!in!South!Africa!and!its!consequences!(2014).!There!are!no!minimum!requirements!
defining!what! is! acceptable!or!not!within!an!RI! context.!As! such,!ESG! factors!appear!evaluated! separately!
from!one! another! and! not! integrated! in! a! ‘nested’! understanding! of! economic! sustainability.! Focusing! on!
either!of!these!factors!seems!to!be!‘good!enough’!to!qualify!as!an!RI!fund!or!an!RI!strategy.!As!such,!a!high!
carbon!and!water! intensive! initiative!could!nevertheless!be!considered! ‘responsible’!because! it! focuses!on!




Whilst! research! has! pointed! out! that! the! lack! of! normative! standards! and! sustainability! indicators! should!
come! as! no! surprise! in! the! formative! stages! of! a! new! concept! (Sethi,! 2005),! this! context! of! customised!
interpretation! leaves! existing! investment! practices! and! behavioural! norms! unchallenged.! Investment!
decisions!remain!driven!by!conventional!performance!expectations!(Crotty,!2013).!RI!and!related!definitions!
are!designed!to!fit!the!requirements!of!a!‘businessQasQusual’!framework,!and!ESG!integration!is!a!mere!way!
of! improving! financial! competitiveness! and! meeting! rising! return! expectations.! In! this! context,! effective!
change! in! investment!practices!appears!marginal!and!any!assessment! is,!by!nature,!subjective.!Definitions,!
practices! and! objectives! are! not! comparable,! and! the! potential! for! change! is! limited! by! the! absence! of!
accountability.!!
!





Global! Reporting! Initiative! (GRI),! information! provided! by! listed! and! unlisted! companies! remains! at! large!
uneven,! fragmented! and! difficult! to! verify! (2014).! Whilst! the! quality! of! data! related! to! governance! is!
reported!to!be!of!quality,!respondents!were!generally!very!negative!about!the!quality!of!environmental!(E)!






For! many! respondents,! the! effective! uptake! of! RI! practices! was! limited! by! the! relatively! small! genuine!
demand!from!asset!owners,!and!specifically!from!pension!funds!(except!the!GEPF).!!
!
Asset! owners! create! the! institutional! and! commercial! incentive! that! drives! the! change! in! the! investment!
industry.! Initiatives! like! CRISA! or! the! PRI! have! been! designed! for! and! apply! in! the! first! instance! to!
institutional!investors,!whilst!Regulation!28!applies!only!to!pension!funds.!However,!asset!owners!have!been!




on! the! amendment! to! Regulation! 28,! provides! only! a! limited! institutional! incentive! for! asset! owners! to!
engage!in!RI.!Whilst!clarifying!that!ESG!integration!is!compatible!with!fiduciary!duty,!the!South!African!legal!






Entrenched! in!modern! portfolio! theory! language! and! conventional! asset! allocation! criteria,! Regulation! 28!
frames!RI!as!a!means!to!“earn!adequate!risk!adjusted!returns”!(National!Treasury,!2011).!As!such,!pension!
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funds!and! their! service!providers!need! to!demonstrate! that! they!consider!–! to! the!extent! that! they! judge!
valuable!Q!the!materiality!of!ESG!factors!with!respect!to!financial!performance.!The!amended!Regulation!28!
is! silent! regarding! the! integration! of! issues! that! are! not! directly! correlated! to! financial! performance! and!
makes!no!reference!to!social!or!environmental!returns.!
!
In! this! context,! the! South! African! regulatory! environment! –! whist! leading! in! many! respects! Q! does! not!
provide! a! baseline,! from! which! asset! owners! (and! by! extension,! service! providers)! can! reassess! their!
assumptions,!intentions!and!practices!in!line!with!a!revised!societal!goal.!Established!in!continuity!of!existing!
practices,! Regulation! 28! only! broadens! some! considerations! to! improve! the! industry’s! risk! management!
without! trying! to! challenge! the! industry’s! operational! framework.! The! additional! voluntary! framework’s!
guidelines,! aspirational,! subject! to! further! interpretation! and! without! any! reference! to! a! prescribed!
timeframe,! can!only!have!a! very!progressive! impact!on! the! transformation!of! investment!practices.!Many!
smaller!funds!appear!still!unaware!of!the!implications!of!the!change!to!regulation!28.!!
!
As! identified! by! previous! research! (Viviers,! 2014),! this! situation! is! rendered! even! more! difficult! by! the!
general! lack! of! interest,! awareness! and! education! of! pension! fund! trustees! and! members! around! RI!
strategies.! As! advanced! by! certain! respondents,!many! pension! funds! have! limited! resources! available! for!
research!or!education!and!their!trustees!struggle!to!integrate!RI!requirements!and!communicate!adequately!
with! members! around! ESG! issues.! Members! Q! who! for! the! most! part! have! a! passive! attitude! towards!
investment! strategies! Q! are! mostly! unaware! of! issues! related! to! sustainability! and! suspicious! of! the! RI!
concept.!This!confirms!earlier!findings!by!Viviers,!Kruger!and!Venter!(2012)!and!Reddy!(2011).!!
4.4.2.3 The+uncommitted+role+of+service+providers+






Respondents!have!pointed!out! that!asset!managers!are!only!accountable! in! so! far!as!determined!by! their!
mandate!signed!with! the!asset!owners!and! therefore! tend! to!adapt! to! the!market’s!demand.!Until! clearly!
mandated! to!consider!RI,!asset!managers!are! likely! to! leave! their!practices!unchanged.!Unfortunately,! the!
interviews!indicated!that!ESG!mandates!were!not!common.!Asset!managers’!commitment!to!RI!were!often!
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In! the! case! of! asset! consultants,! the! applicability! of! CRISA! or! the! PRI! appears! even!more! limited.! These!
institutions!fall!outside!most!current!disclosure!requirements!and!generally!only!provide!–! if!at!all! Q!a!brief!
description! of! their! approach! to! RI.! Whilst! this! group! of! financial! actors! plays! a! key! role! in! advising!
institutional! investors,! no! details! are! available! with! regard! to! how! RI! is! integrated! into! the! advice,! the!
research! or! any! other! services! they! provide! to! asset! owners.! There! is! no! transparency! regarding! dueQ
diligence!questionnaires!used!for!the!selection!for!asset!managers.!No!information!is!provided!regarding!the!
onQgoing!management!and!monitoring!of!asset!managers!on!behalf!of!asset!owners.!Whilst!asset!consultants!
are! in! a! strategic! position! accelerate! change,! to! guide! institutional! investors! and! put! pressure! on! asset!
managers!to!build!capacity!towards!RI,!there!is!no!evidence!demonstrating!any!commitment!to!do!so.!!!
!
For! several! respondents,! the! concern! was! heightened! by! the! fact! that! the! line! was! increasingly! blurred!
between! the! responsibility!of!asset!owners!and!asset!managers,!asset!managers!and!asset!consultants,!as!





Uncompelled! to! change! by! asset! owners! and! driven! by! conventional! performance! expectations,! service!
providers!are!perpetuating!traditional!investment!practices.!!
4.4.2.4 Short+term+bias+and+disconnection+from+sustainability+challenges+




quarterly! performances.! Relayed! by! the! media! and! monitored! by! consultants,! the! focus! on! shortQterm!
performances!drives!return!expectations!of!asset!owners,!pension!fund!trustees!and!final!beneficiaries!alike.!
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The! focus! of! the! industry! remains! to! deliver! ‘outperforming’! financial! results! compared! to! the! sectors’!
benchmarks.!!
!
Confirming! findings! by! Viviers! (2013),! respondents! feared! that! reducing! the! investment! universe! could!
reduce!portfolio!diversification!and! lead!to! lower!financial!returns.!Most!felt! that!the!number!of!securities!
available!in!South!Africa!was!too!small!to!allow!for!wellQperforming!positive!or!negative!screening!strategies.!





















It! generally! appears! that! RI! is! not! integrated! in! an! overall! reflection! around! sustainability! challenges,! the!
need!to!modify!economic!development!trends!and!the!urgency!to!act!on!climate!change.!Whilst!timeframes!
and!clear!commitments!to!sustainability!are!generally!avoided!in!publicly!disclosed!information,!discussions!
with! respondents! further! indicated! that! –! apart! from! a! few! exceptions! Q! company! wide! debate! on!
sustainability!and!the!role!of!the!financial! industry!were!not!taking!place.!When!confronted!with!the!latest!
IPCC! information! regarding! the!need! to! transition! to!a! low!carbon!economy!within! the!next!5! to!15!years!
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(2014),!most! respondent!were!uncomfortable!and! indicated! that!RI!was!not!used! in! this! context.! In! these!
circumstances,! it! is! unclear! how! CRISA! acts! to! fulfil! its! purpose! and! support! the! application! of! King! III!
principles!around!sustainability;!that!is,!to!ensure!that!corporates!consider!the!triple!context!in!which!they!
operate! and! operate! “in! a!manner! that!meets! existing! needs!without! compromising! the! ability! of! future!
generations!to!meet!their!needs”!(IoDSA,!2009;!Steyn,!2014).!
4.4.2.5 Fear+of+commitment+and+absence+of+urgency+
The! feedback! gathered!during! expert! reviews! and! the! presentation! of! recommendations! clearly! indicated!
uneasiness!towards!firm!commitments.!!
!
The! discussions! indicated! that! there! were! no! dedicated! resources! and! limited! funds! available! within! the!
industry! to! facilitate! the! uptake! of! RI! practices.! Whilst! CRISA! could! have! been! a! pole! of! influence,! the!
organisation! had! very! limited! budget! and! there! was! no! dedicated! personnel! to! drive! the! process.! The!
organisation! depended! on! voluntary! contributions! from! the! industry,! which! did! not! provide! for! the!
organisation! of! events,! regular! research,! tailored! training! programmes,! newsletters! or! the! creation! of! a!
dedicated!website.! During! reviews! and! the! presentation! of! recommendations,!many! ideas!were! debated;!
these!include:!publishing!a!financial! industry!index!to!rate!RI!policies,!practices!and!disclosures;!releasing!a!





The! representatives! of! the! industry! showed! reluctance! in! coordinating! learning! effort! and! collaborating!
towards! industry! wide! capacity! building.! There! was! limited! interest! in! expanding! the! work! done! by! the!






clear! that! ESG! related! information! was! proprietary! information,! and! its! integration! was! considered! a!
‘competitive!advantage’.!Thus,! sharing! information!went!against!general!market!pressure!and!competitive!
mechanisms.!!




before! industry! readiness.! Participants! acknowledged! that! there!would! be! value! in! building! from! the! PRI!
experience!in!terms!of!reporting!and!in!clarifying!key!terminology!used!in!CRISA.!They!recognised!that!there!
was! some! confusion! in! the! industry! between! CRISA! and! the! PRI,! with! many! institutions! declaring! to! be!
‘CRISA!signatories’.!An!alignment!with!the!PRI!process!would!create!more!consistency,!reduce!confusion!and!
could!facilitate!the!tracking!of!progress.!Participants!further!confirmed!that!clear!definitions!and!consistent!
reporting! formats!were! important! to! facilitate!meaningful!communication!and!offer!opportunities! to!build!
clarity!and!consensus!around!the!objectives!and!purpose!of!RI!and!CRISA.!Discussions!indicated!a!consensus!





and!goals! in! terms!of!RI!adoption!by! the! industry.!Whilst!all!participants!were! individual!RI! leaders!within!





threeQstep! process:! the! first! step! analysed! the! literature!with! regard! to! CRISA! and! the! evolution! of! RI! in!
South! Africa.! The! second! step! assessed! CRISA’s! agency! based! on! publicly! disclosed! information! from! a!





The! publication! of! CRISA’s! voluntary! guidelines! by! the! industry! intended! to! drive! a!more! formalised! and!
substantial! approach! to! RI! (IoDSA,! 2013a).! CRISA! aimed! at! complementing! and! supporting! the! emerging!
regulatory! framework! in! place,! thereby! guiding! institutional! investors! and! their! service! providers! in! the!
application!of!the!amended!Regulation28!(IoDSA,!2013a).!!




on! the! agenda,! CRISA’s! agency! is! inconsistent! and! difficult! to! qualify,! thus! leading! to! only! slow! progress.!
Following! the! initial! uptake,! there! are! now! few! ‘newcomers’! to! the! process! of! disclosure.! Improvements!




The! dialogic! and! flexible! ‘comply! or! explain’! approach,!whilst! driving! an! appearance! of! success,! seems! to!
conceal!the!urgency!and!the! imperative!nature!of!sustainability! issues.!With! limited!budget,!resources!and!
influential!power,!CRISA’s!agency!is!unable!to!drive!clear!commitments!towards!RI!in!South!Africa.!As!a!result,!
the! current! institutional! strategy! is! failing! to! challenge! the! underlying! logic! guiding! investment! practices,!
leaving!the!industry!largely!unchanged.!!
!








In! this! final! chapter,! I! confront! the! theoretical!propositions!generated! in! chapter! three!with! the!empirical!




In! chapter! three,! I! developed! seven! theoretical! propositions,! which! suggested! that! the! current!
implementation! of! RI! would! be! unable! to! shift! investment! practices! in! time! to! support! a! sustainable!
economy.!The!conceptual!model!pointed!out!that!the!dynamics!of!change!were!too!slow!relative!to!the!time!
horizon! to! generate!meaningful! transformation.! Furthermore,! the! institutional! strategies! used! limited! the!
scope!of!change!possible!by!constraining!RI!to!an!instrumental!approach.!!
!
I! will! now! discuss! the! relevance! of! each! theoretical! proposition! in! the! context! of! the! South! African!
investment!industry!and!consider!the!practical!implications.!!
!
Proposition$ 1:+ The+mechanisms+ and+ expectations+ of+ the+market+ impede+ learning+ and+ slow+ down+ capacity+
building.+
!
In! chapter! three,! I! identified! that! the! efforts! taking!place! to!move! the! investment! community! towards!RI!
practices! were! happening! at! a! relatively! slow! pace.! The! feedback! structure! embedded! in! the! system!








The! intentions! guiding! behaviours! are! dominated! by! the! need! to! meet! market! expectations,! and!
sustainability!is!not!a!core!concern.!Only!governance!issues!sometimes!influence!investment!considerations.!
Regulation! 28! and! CRISA! have! been! designed! in! continuity! with! current! practices! and! work! within! the!
industry’s!operational!framework.!!
!
The! findings! suggest! that! ESG! integration! in! South! Africa! is! not! a! part! of! a! learning! cycle! integrated! in! a!
broader!reassessment!of! industry!practices.!From!a!supply!side,!analysts! integrate!ESG!data!as!a!means!to!
maximise!profit!opportunities!and!deliver!alpha!returns.!The!objective!of!delivering!excess!return!relative!to!
market! benchmarks! constrains! the! scope! of! change! and! learning! opportunities.! In! the! present! context,!
learning! and! capacity! building! depends! largely! on! the! progressive! influence! of! individual! leaders! within!
organisations.!On!the!demand!side,!the!conventional!performance!expectations!of!asset!owners!perpetuate!
the!status!quo.!The!general!lack!of!awareness!and!education!among!pension!fund!trustees!regarding!RI!and!





The! conceptual!model! showed! that! RI! in! its! current! interpretation! and! implementation!was! no!match! to!
counteract! the!effects!of! the!dominant!and!highly!effective!goalQseeking!system!design.!The!equilibrium! is!
selfQreinforcing,!hence!leading!to!the!inertia!and!rigidity!of!the!system!structure!(Richardson!and!Pugh,!1989;!





(Giamporcaro! and! Viviers,! 2014)! and! used! discretionarily! by! the! industry! was! highly! unfavourable! to!
effective! progress! and! meaningful! change! in! South! Africa.! The! focus! on! financial! materiality! in! the!
consideration! of! ESG! leaves! industry! practices! unchallenged.! Strategies! used,! such! as! ‘integration’,!merge!
seamlessly! into! the! current! operating! framework! and! contribute! to! the! shortQterm! focus! of! the! industry.!
More! importantly,! the!current! interpretation!of!RI! in!South!Africa! is! leading!to!a! lack!of!professionalism!in!
the! implementation!of! the!concept,!which!profoundly!affects! the!credibility!of! statements!put! forward!by!
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and! the! lack! of! reporting! format! converged! to! sanction! an! instrumental! use! of! RI! for! the! purpose! of!
marketing!or!shortQterm!profit!seeking.!!
!








The! empirical! findings! regarding! the! uptake! of! RI! by! the! South! African! investment! industry! are! very!
representative! of! this! proposition.! After! the! initial! period! of! interest! in! RI,! a! clear! decrease! in! disclosure!
trends!can!be!observed,!with!only!few!new!entities!making!reference!to!RI.!It!is!mainly!the!existing!RI!leaders!
who!are!confirming!their!lead,!thus!expanding!on!their!knowledge!and!publicly!disclosed!information.!Even!
within! this!market! segment,! interviews! revealed! that! the!overall! approach! towards!RI!was! constrained!by!
several!factors.!This! includes!the!lack!of! industry!readiness,!the!poor!reliability!of!E!and!S!data,!the!limited!




neutral! economy! within! 10! to! 15! years,! all! respondents! indicated! that! this! would! be! highly! unlikely.!
Respondents! pointed! out! that! core! sustainability! issues! such! as! climate! change! were! generally! not! yet!
integrated!into!RI.!!The!current!focus!is!mainly!on!governance!issues,!justified!by!the!lack!of!quality!E!and!S!





















of! longQterm! value.! Moreover,! the! role! of! consultants! and! managers! is! left! unchallenged,! and! their!
performance! is! rarely! measured! in! the! longQterm.! Thus! the! maximisation! of! shortQterm! returns! remains!











term! “stakeholder”.! However,! the! definition! of! the! term! "stakeholder"! is! generally! limited! to! current!
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customers,! shareholders,! suppliers,! and! employees,! and! applies! to! the! direct! operational! impacts! of! the!
financial!institution.!The!impact!of!investment!choices!on!the!wider!communities!is!generally!not!taken!into!
account! by! investors.! Certain! RI! leaders! make! reference! to! the! positive! impact! of! themed! investment!
projects! (mostly! through! debt! instruments).! Others!mention! ‘engagements! strategies’! with! the! boards! of!
investee!companies!as!a!way!to!manage!the!impact!of!their!investments!(bearing!in!mind!that!most!reported!
engagements! deal! with! governance! issues! only).! The! majority! of! entities! use! what! could! be! called! a!
‘restorative’! approach,! by! engaging! in! targeted! social! responsibility! projects! or! sponsoring! community!
empowerment!ideas.!!
!
It! is! further! clear! that! what! dominates! fiduciary! obligations! is! the! generation! of! financial! return! for!
immediate!beneficiaries.!The!notion!of!a!duty!towards!future!generations!of!beneficiaries!or!the!community!








in! the!dominant!narrative.! The! fact/value+dichotomy! (Putnam,!2002)!and! the! resulting!blind! spot!are!very!
present! in!the!South!African! investment! landscape.!The! industry!publicly!uses!the! language!of!stakeholder!
value;! yet! in! practice! appears! unable! to! shift! away! from!an! effective! focus! on! shareholder! value.! For! the!
industry!to!truly!engage!with!the!stakeholder!narrative,!I!found!that!it!was!critical!to!create!an!environment!








improved! ﬁnancial! return! for! beneﬁciaries! through! the! exploitation! of! ESGQrelated!market! inefﬁciencies”!
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(Woods!and!Urwin,!2010:4).!The!positive! societal!effects!are!collateral!outcomes! rather! than! the! result!of!
intrinsic!intentions.!!
!
Publicly!available! information!and! information!gathered!during! interviews! indicate! that! the!current!ethical!




are! not! concerned! about! evaluating! the! moral! acceptability! of! corporate! actions.! Thus,! RI! in! its! current!




The!evidence!suggests! that!RI! in!South!Africa! is! largely!concerned!with! improving! risk!management! in! the!
current!economic!context.!The!idea!of!taking!responsibility!for!the!possible!negative!environmental!or!social!
outcomes!of!investment!choices!is!mostly!absent.!The!focus!on!governance!–!whilst!justified!by!the!lack!of!
quality! E! and! S! data! Q! is! quite! revealing! of! the! ethical! framework! guiding! investment! decision.! Investee!










longQterm! societal! goals! (Woods! and! Urwin,! 2010;! Richardson,! 2011).! To! expand! the! scope! of! change!




the! extent! to! which! regulatory! interventions! must! go! in! order! to! generate! effective! change.! Whilst!
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pioneering!by!making! explicit! that! the! integration!of! ESG! factors! in! investment! analysis! is! consistent!with!
fiduciary! duties,! the! regulatory! framework! falls! short! of! defining! what! is! RI! and! how! it! relates! to!
sustainability.!On! the! contrary,! Regulation! 28! refers! to! “sustainable! longQterm!performance”! and! sets! the!




Hence,! the! current! regulatory! framework! does! not! set! the! stage! for! a! transition! towards! a! sustainable!
economy.!The!regulatory!intervention!stands!in!continuity!with!current!practices.!It!merely!acknowledges!a!
new!set!of! risks!arising! from!the!socioQeconomic!and!environmental! context!and!stipulates! that! such! risks!
must! be! taken! into! account.! The! ‘how’! and! ‘why’! ESG! factors! must! be! considered! are! reduced! to! their!
financial!significance!with!no!reference!to!a!large!societal!context!and!longQterm!goal.!To!use!the!arguments!
advanced!by!Sandberg!and!Tsoukas!“The!particulars!that!make!knowledge!actionable!–!what!to!do,!at!what!









an!expectation!of!change.! Instead,!the!collective!strategy!used!by!the! industry! is!promoting!confusion!and!
poor! accountability.! In! the! present! context,! the! ‘comply! or! explain’! approach! is! disconnected! from! any!
temporal! reality! and! used! discretionarily! by! financial! organisations,! mostly! as! a! means! to! ensure! legal!
compliance,!thus! leaving! industry!practices! largely!unchanged.!Far!from!creating!a!competitive!pressure!to!
comply! with! high! RI! standards,! CRISA’s! influence! is! limited! to! the! disclosure! of! poorly! qualified! and!





the! heart! of! the! current! regulatory! framework,! whether! prescribed! or! voluntary.! Vague! references! to!
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contradicting!definitions!of!sustainability!or!a!mention!of!the!need!to!consider!ESG!in!investment!processes!
is! not! enough! to! generate! change.!Without! needing! to! be! prescriptive! and! complicated,! the! legal! system!
must! lay! the! founding! principles! from! which! investors! and! service! providers! can! reassess! their! ethical!
assumptions,!intentions!and!practices.!In!doing!so,!the!regulatory!framework!would!act!to!translate!societal!




My! research! explored! the! system! dynamics! and! underlying! processes! influencing! progress! towards! RI! in!
order! to! answer! the! following! two! interrelated!questions:! “What! are! the!underlying!dynamics! influencing!




To! answer!my! first! research! question! and! gain! theoretical! insights! into! the! problem,! I! built! a! conceptual!
framework.! Drawing! on! the! discipline! of! Systems! Dynamics! (SD)! and! integrating! a! temporal! dimension,! I!
analysed! the! concept! of! RI! in! the! context! of! a! dynamic! approach.! The! resulting! conceptual! ‘process’!
framework!showed!how!RI,!in!its!current!implementation,!would!be!unable!to!shift!investment!practices!in!
time!to!support!a!sustainable!economy.!The!feedback!structure!indicated!that!the!current!equilibrium!is!selfQ
reinforcing,! hence! leading! to! the! inertia! and! rigidity! of! the! system.! The! dynamics! of! change! are! too! slow!
relative! to! the! time! horizon! to! generate! a! meaningful! transformation.! Drawing! attention! to! the! role! of!
intentions!and!mental!models,!the!conceptual!process!framework!challenged!the!theories,!assumptions!and!





over!a!period!of! three!years.!My!empirical! findings!were! consistent!with!and!confirm! the!outcome!of! the!
conceptual! framework.! The! findings! indicated! that! CRISA’s! agency! to!modify! the! investment! practices! of!
institutional!investors!and!their!service!providers!in!South!Africa!is!limited,!slow!and!difficult!to!substantiate.!
While! some! disclosure! trends! appeared! encouraging,! these! mask! major! issues! with! regard! the! quality,!
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consistency,! comparability! and! reliability! of! data! available.! Except! for! a! few! leaders,! the! industry! was!
characterised!by!an! instrumental!and!discretionary!approach! to!RI,!which!yielded! little!effective!change! in!
terms!of!behaviour!and!practices.!The!dialogic!and!flexible!‘comply!or!explain’!approach!appeared!to!conceal!






I! conclude! my! research! by! arguing! that! the! current! South! African! regulatory! framework! falls! short! of!
supporting!effective!progress!towards!RI!in!South!Africa.!To!initiate!transformative!change,!the!institutional!
environment! must! provide! conceptual! clarity! and! take! a! firm! and! consistent! stance! in! support! of! the!
sustainability!imperative.!Until!such!time,!CRISA’s!agency!within!the!dynamics!of!change!towards!RI!in!South!
Africa! is! likely! to! remain! limited,! inconsistent! and! temporarily! disconnected! from! the! problems! it! tries! to!
address.!!I!concur!with!Niels!Eccles!that,!in!its!current!form!and!implementation,!“there!is!nothing!inherently!





challenging.! While! some! entities! have! engaged! proactively! and! meaningfully! in! RI,! many! have! not;! they!
continue!to!invest!unsustainably!and!are!avoiding!reflecting!upon!the!values!and!narratives!at!the!heart!of!













concept! is! associated! with! multiple! meanings! and! goals,! blurring! its! outcome! and! the! transition!
process.! A! clear! and! unambiguous! concept! is! a! preQrequisite! to! the! generation! of! quality,!
measurable!and!comparable! information.!Providing!clarity!on!the!concept!further!means!making! it!
temporally! explicit.! Awareness! of! time! can! shift! the! balance! of! concerns! and! encourage! different!
strategies.!In!line!with!this!suggestion,!the!standardisation!of!reporting!format!could!greatly!improve!
the! accountability! of! financial! institutions! and! provide! greater! transparency! in! the! allocation! of!
responsibilities!amongst!the!various!economic!actors.!!
!
2. Institutional! strategies! need! to! take! a! firm! and! consistent! stance! in! support! of! the! sustainability!
imperative.! The! urgency! of! the! present! situation! should! prompt! the! adaptation! of! regulatory!
environments!in!line!with!scientific!knowledge!and!a!framing!of!financial!activities!in!the!context!of!




appears! as! a! preQrequisite! for! improving! the! agency! of! voluntary! initiatives! and! selfQregulation!






lowQcarbon! and! sustainable! economy! stating! that! “South! Africa! aspires! to! be! a! sustainable,!
economically!prosperous!and!selfQreliant!nation!state!that!safeguards!its!democracy!by!meeting!the!
fundamental!human!needs!of!its!people,!by!managing!its!limited!ecological!resources!responsibly!for!
current! and! future! generations,! and! by! advancing! efficient! and! effective! integrated! planning! and!
governance! through! national,! regional! and! global! collaboration”! (Department! of! Environmental!
Affairs,!2011).!As!argued!by!Shrivastava+et+al.,! this!statement! indicates!an!“acceptance!of! the! idea!
that! the!objectives!of!economic!growth!and!development!planning!need! to!be!situated!within! the!
framework!of!a!transition”!towards!a!sustainable!economy!(2014:23).!The!voluntary!and!regulatory!









and! report! on! a! single! platform,! commission! independent! research! and! feed! the! industry! with!
improved! ESG! knowledge.! As! a! selfQregulated! industry! body,! CRISA! should! be! provided! with! the!
means!to!perform!its!function!on!a!predictable!basis.!!!
!
In! terms!of! future! research,! there!would!be!value! in! confronting! the!macro!perspective!developed! in! this!
thesis!with!a!micro!perspective,!investigating!the!extent!to!which!RI!leaders!(organisations!or!individuals)!are!
embedding!an! integrative! logic!to!their!sustainability!commitment.!Valuable! insight!could!be!generated!by!
examining!what! influences! are! guiding! change;! i.e.!who! are! the! actual! ‘players’/’actors’?!What! are! actors!
pushing!for?!What!motivates!them?!What!are!they!trying!to!achieve?!What!values!and!narratives!are!at!the!
heart! of! their! practices?! What! is! holding! them! back?! What! reference! points! inspire! them?! Beyond!
institutional! strategies,! future! research! could! investigate! what! other! influences! can! be! drawn! upon! to!
accelerate!change!within!the!industry!and!guide!a!transformational!process.!Such!insights!could!help!support!








sustainability! literature,! and! assists! in! the! conceptualisation! of! possible! points! of! intervention! to! drive!
transformational!change!in!the!South!African!investment!industry.!
!




a! process! study! explicitly! incorporates! time! and! the! temporal! progression! of! activities! as! elements! of!
explanation!that!matter!highly.!Given!the!urgency!to!address!sustainability!and!climate!issues,!analysing!the!
efficiency!of!RI!in!the!context!of!time!gave!rise!to!a!new!understanding!of!its!agency.!From!this!perspective,!




Secondly,! there! has! been! limited! investigation! of! RI! using! Systems! Dynamics! (SD)! modelling.! Using! a!
feedback! approach! goes! beyond! the! linear! eventQbased! analysis,! which! fails! to! take! into! account! the!
feedback!mechanisms!influencing!the!outcome!of!decisions.!It!has!further!allowed!the!integration!of!time!as!
an! important! variable! in! the! problem! articulation.! The! dynamic! view! that! was! developed! in! this! study!
provides!an!endogenous!explanation!regarding!how!the!problem!behaviour!arose,!is!maintained!and!is!likely!








have! focused! on! the! financial! industry! and! its! role! in! promoting! a! sustainable! economy.! This! study!
highlighted! that! the! dynamics! of! change! in! the! systems! behaviour! need! to! be! faster! and!more! effective!
whilst! the!opposing! influences!need!to!be!confronted.!Drawing!attention!to!the! importance!and!effects!of!
mental! models,! the! findings! warn! against! the! natural! tendency! to! fall! back! on! familiar! assumptions! and!
misinterpret! feedbacks.!To!bring!about!effective!change! implies!challenging!the!theories,!assumptions!and!
practices!underlying!intentions.!In!particular,!the!findings!emphasise!the!need!to!confront!ethical!beliefs!and!
challenge! the! institutional! environment,! which! perpetuates! confusion! and! conceals! the! urgency! of! the!
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Finally,! the! present! research! supports! the! transition! to! sustainable! development! in! South! Africa.! The!
dynamic!perspective!applied!to!the!South!African!context!provides!valuable!insights!regarding!the!agency!of!
current!local!institutional!strategies.!The!findings!identified!that!despite!the!leading!voluntary!and!regulatory!
framework,! the! South! African! investment! industry! has! recorded! little! change! in! behavioural! norms! and!
operational! standards.! Amongst! others,! the! main! reasons! advanced! for! this! shortfall! are! the! lack! of!
conceptual! clarity! and! the! lack! of! institutional! commitment! towards! sustainability.! Pointing! to! possible!
points!of! intervention,!the!findings!of!the!research!should!prompt!South!African!regulators!to!reassess!the!



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• GEPF! 1592! 1592!





• Sentinel! 72,5! 72,5!








































• PIC! 1600! 1600!
• Investment!solutions! 321! 321!




• Stanlib! 551! 551!
• Prudential!Portfolio!Managers! 203! 203!
• SIM! 446! 446!
• OMIGSA! 574! 574!
• Foord! 136!
!
• Kagiso! 71! 71!
• Allan!Gray!Asset!Management! 462! 462!
• ABSA!ASSET!MANAGEMENT!
(PTY)!LTD! 104! 104!
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Appendix!D:!Data!Matrix!
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